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I t ' s not yet been 20 years since the
first issue of F m i d Co&&ns, but we're
now into our twentieth volume (due to
an anomaly about the numbering of
earlier issues). So while we're not
celebrating quite yet, we are talking
about some potential changes for our
q u d y and wondering what input you
can give us.
As we struggle to publish the
second edition of our Wonmr'sAndoV M in En@b (WAVE), we're
chagi~ed
at how long it's taking us to
put ~ t h e this
r listing of hlms, videos,
d audiocassettes on women-related
topics. Data input and editing, compilation of a @ subject index, checking
on distributors that may by now be
defunct - it all takes too much time
worfcd m u o d our other priorities of

FmMmnisr
Co&cctionr, Feminist PniodcaLr, and
New Book on Women & Fmnirm. What
to do?
One idea we've tossed around is
featuring more video reviews within the
pages of Feminiit Co&nionr, perhaps in
addition to book reviews, perhaps in
place of them. So many publications
carry book reviews, is there really much
need for us to add the few tities we can
squeeze in? Meanwhile, few publications
manage to do much in the way of video
reviewing. Is this something we should
emphasize? Should we make our audiovisual listing available primarily online
instead of in print?
No big changes will happen very
soon - we already have at least three
issues of Feminist Co&nionr planned
ahead and our office's Advisory Panel

Greetings Editors of F c m i d Co&niom.
I'm writing in regards to the review
of my zinc Tbiz11Abowt Snin'dc in the
F d 1998 issue of F m ' d G&nionr. I
appreciate your inclusion of a review.
My hope is to reach as many womyn as
possible. I've considered what to write
for awhile because I don't want to be
hasty in my criticism.
However, I continue to be concemed by the reference in the review to
Tud as being "a good Friend." Clearly,
my five year lesbian relationship with
my lover Tem counts for more than
being "good Friends." As best, it's an
incomplete description of our partnership. At worst, it's an erasure of our
lesbian life and identity. Our relationship only ended with her suicide, we
weren't even broken up (even if that was

her original intent before her
suidicalness took over).
It's true that everyone takes what
they want from reading a zine or any
writing. I might find it strange or hard to
understand what someone picks up
from something I've written. Hopefully
I've been as dear as possible in my
writing. Certainly I had a lot of ground
to cover in explaining to womyn I've
never met how and why Terri ended up
committing suicide. But I would
appreciate it if you could ask whoever
reviewed my zine to take a second look
and consider my point here. As editors
of Femirdrt C o ~ o n rI ,ask you to
consider this issue as well.
Thank you,
Claudine O'Leaty
Editor of This ir Abont Sniiidc
email: Cloud91020@aol.com

needs to make any final decisions
anyway. But we're wondering what you
think about the various features in FC?
What's most useful to you? Least useful?
Do you read "Periodical Notes"? What
about 'New Reference Works"? Is
"Computer Talk" of any real help?
How about "Items of Note"? The Web
reviews? And what about the book
reviews? If you have a minute to jot
down your feedback bou ARE near
your computer terminal, aren't you?).
please send your thoughts to:
wiswsl@doitwisc.edu
We appreciate your ongoing
support of our publications and hope we
can continue to serve your women's
studies resource needs!

0 P.H.W. and L.S.

-. ... -.. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .,.

The editors reply:
Dear Clauche,
We sincerely regret any slight that
might unintentionally have been given
to your relationship in our review of
your zine. As you no doubt noticed, we
can't give very much space to each
periodical we mention as a "newly
discovered" publication, but we in no
way wanted to demean what was
obviously a central lesbian relationship
in your life. The zine was clearly a
deeply felt effort at understanding just
what went wrong, celebrating the life of
this loved one, and moving forward.
however difficult that process is. We
thank you for offering both your zine
and your clarification in an effort to
reach out to other women.
Editors of Fminirt CoUrctronr
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DEVIL
/N A BLUE
DRESS:
WOMEN,
/NHERENT EVIL,AND
SINOF WITCHCRAFT

THE

Elizabeth Reis, DAMVED WOMEN: SINNERSAND WITCHESIN PURITANNEWENGLAND.Ithaca, N Y :
Comell University Press, 1997. 212p. ill. bibl. index. $32.50, ISBN 0-8014-2834-3.
James Sharpe, INSTRUMENTS OFDARMVESS: WITCHCRAFTIN EARLY NE WENGLAND.Philadelphia:
LJniversity of Penllsylvulia, 1997. 365p. bibl. index. pap., $18.50, ISBN 0-8122-1633-4.
W h y were women the primary
victims of witch trials? What societal
and culh~ralzeitgeist fostered the
accusations, the trials, the tomires and
in many cases, the deaths of these
women? Both Instmmencs of Darkness:
Witchmafr in Ear.. Modern Enghd, by
James Sharpe and Damned Women:
Sinnm and Witches in Putitan New
England by Elizabeth Reis explore
possible answers to these questions.
In Damed Women,Elizabeth Reis
begins with the question," What was it
about New England Riritanism that
linked women more closely with the
devil?' According to Reis, the answer
is partially to be found in R~ritan
understanding of the physical: "The
body, for the most part, also entangled
women. Riritans believed that Satan
attacked the soul by assaulting the
body. Because in their view women's
bodies were weaker, the devil could
reach women's souls more easily and
breach these 'weaker vessels' with
greater frequency " (p.93). Reis also
examines the R~ritiulunderstmding of
women's sods as more vulnerable to
the forces of darlcness: 'Women were
in a double bind during the witchcraft
episodes. Their sods, strictly speaking,
were no more evil than men's, but the
representation of the vulnerable,
perpehdy unsatisfied, m d yeanling

female soul, passively waiting for
Christ but always open to the devil as
well, implicated corporeal women
themselves. . . . A womm's feminine
sod, jeopardized in a woman's
feminine body, was frail, submissive,
passive. . ." (p.94).
Reis goes on to note that 'Wew
Englanders considered women more
vulnerable to Satm~because their image
of the sod and its relation to the body
allowed them to associate womanhood
with evd and sin" (p.95). Her analysis
of how the Puritan mentality created
coilditions ripe for the accusation,
trials, confession, and persecution of
witches is thorough, tightly reasoned,
and absorbing. She clearly and
concisely explicates the Catch-22
sihlation many accused women found
themselves in: the refusal to accept
gult was seen as hirther proof of that
guilt: "It was the women who denied
any collusion with Satan...I who]
displayed a measure of independence
in the face of authority" (p.141). This
apparent independence was contrary to
Ridtan expectations of female behavior: 'The sense of the depraved female
self which emerges from women's
conversion narratives merged with the
community's (and each accused
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womal's own) expectations about the
rebellious female witch" @.I3 7 ,
whereas "a confessing woman was the
model of Riritan womanhood, even
though she was admitting to the worst
of sins, for she confirmed her society's
belief in both God and the Devil"
(p.136). Like James Shatpe, Elizabeth
Reis illustrates her analysis with
iilcidents of accusation and trial; unlike
Shatpe, Reis liberally recounts the
narratives of the accused, giving
readers an oppominity to understand
the sih~ationof the accused as they
themselves understood it.
1 1 1 Instmmenc~
of Darkness: W U maft in Ear.. Modcrn England, Sharpe's
analysis of the social, economic, ;uld
culhiral conditions fostering the witch
trials is informed by the examination
of incidents of accusation and trial, but
some of his thiilking will undoubtedly
not meet with universal agreement.
For example, Sharpe takes issue with
the idea that the witch trials may have
been partially motivated by the maledominated medical profession's desire
to eradicate the use of lay healers primarily women. He grudgingly notes

that "there does seem to be some
evidence. . .women accused of witchcraft had been involved in healing,
although wfommately for the usual
arguments, they seem to have been
most frequently involved in curing
animals. . . ." Condesceildingly, he
adds, "We await with interest attempts
to link the witch craze with the rise of
a male-dominated veterinary profession" (p.175). However, a case cited by
Sharpe himself makes the coililectioil
between witchcraft and healing - that
ofJoan Jurdie, who requested of a
neighbor seeking treatment for her sick
child that she not disclose Jurdie's
treatment of the child, 'lest (she) be
thought a witch." Another wihless in
Jurdie's trial stated that she was
"induced to suspect that the said Jurdie
wife is a witch, because she doth take
upon her to helpe such things" (p.175).
Another of Sharpe's ideas that
may arouse dissent is that the witch
trials were the result of social pressure
among women: Incidents of accusations such as the malefic sickening of
children or livestock by a suppos~d
witch, he claims, "suggest. . .witchcraft
tensions, witchcraft suspicions, and
witchcraft accusations were frequently
one of the ways in which disputes
between women were resolved,
existing tensions being brought to a
head by that most female of concerns,
worry over a child's health" (pp. 177-

179). According to Sharpe, the
"simplistic comlection between
witchcraft accusations and male
oppression collapses while, conversely,
the impression that witchcraft acccuatioils were somehow generated by
disputes between women gains
support" (p.178) based on the ratio of
female to male testimony in witchcraft
trials. He does, however, note that "it
wodd be going too far to claim that
the presence of women accusers and
women wihlesses negates the idea that
persecution of witches was somehow
connected to the fact that early
modem England was a male-domiilated society" (p.174).
Sharpe's analysis extends to socioeconomic factors and social anxieties
that may have led to the persecution of
some women:
It was the economic marginality of such women that made
their neighbors unhappy about
them and led to their being
accused as witches. . . . Such
women, many of them widows
or women living outside the
conventioilal hierarchies of
family or household, were not
only perceived as poor but
also as being outside normal
patterns of control. . . .
Concern over uncontrolled o r
independent women might
have been more interne in this

period, irrespective of the
phenomenon of witchcraft.
(p.175)
Instnrments af Dnrkness is heavily
sh~ddedwith episodes of accusation
and trial taken from records of various
English counties. Some readers may
question the concli~sionsSharpe draws
from these incidents, as well as his
dismissal of theory regarding the
descent of contemporary Wiccan and
other Pagan religions from ancient
religous practices, but the incidents
themselves make tbr absorbing and
informative reading.
- However a reader
may feel about Sharpe's own analysis,
the information he presents is material
for constn~ctiilgan understanding of
the witch trials that may be very
different from the one he suggests.
Both Dumned Women and Instruments of Darkness are well-considered
and well-detailed. The prose style of
Instments of Durkness is somewhat
bal ky, whereas Dumned Women is
written so smoothly that readers may
glide past certai~lideas without
noticing them. Both books present
well-examined data and well-built
theories, but it may be that no book
will ever succeed in providing the
definitive answers to the many questions the trials continue to raise.
[Susan T q h r is nn MFA cundidute in the
C n u t i ~Writig program at the IJniutrsity of
Minnesotu. Her interests includefeminiist
studies and ln'stoti~dund contemporq
nit~%Imufr.]
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AMAZONS
IN THE WARON POVERTY
b~R t @ s e n ~ uRebecca Yonng

Mary A. Naples, GRASSROOTS WARRlORS:ACTMSTMOTNERINC,COMMUNITY W O W AND TWE
WAR ONPOWRTK New York and London: Routledge, 1998.285~.$65.00, ISBN 0-415-91024-2; pap., f 19.95,
ISBN 0-41 5-91025-0.
T w o months after the tragic
assassination of President John F.
Kennedy, the new president, Lyndon
B. Johnson, announced in his January
1964 State of the llnion message:
"This administration today, here and
now, declares unconditional war on
poverty in America. ...Our aim is not
only to relieve the symptoms of
poverty, but to cure it, and, above all,
to prevent it." In March, the President
sent the Economic Opportunity Act to
Congress. I t included creation of a job
corps m d work training m d work
study programs for poor young people,
and a community action program to
"give every American commiuuty the
oppommity to develop a comprehensive plan to fight its own poverty - and
help them to carry out their plans." By
Febn~ary1965, forty-four states had
local anti-poverty programs and the
other six would join them by June.
Grasroots W m o n tells the stories
of more t h m sixty community workers
recnrited into the War on Poverty
through commiuuty action programs
in Philadelphia and New York. These
women were enlisted in paid community work under the n~bricof New
Careers, which provided an alternative
to formal social work education and
training by acknowledging the
women's experience and previous
community work as unpaid voliu1teers.
New Careers drew on the Chicago
Area Project of the 19305, where
recnlibnellt was based on thorot~gh
knowledge of the people and neighborhood organizations plus a natural
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capacity for working with adults and
youth. That model was incorporated
into the Mobilization for Youth to
prevent juvenile delinquency in the
early 1960s, and a variation of this idea
was then employed in the War on
Poverty.
The second lynchpin of the Community Action Program was "maximum feasible participation" of the
poor, but both of these basic tenets
came under fire immediately, from
politicians and professionals alike.
Politicians wanted to appoint professionals, so they could control them and
their programs.
MayorJames Tate's first submission of Philadelphia's plan to the
Office of Economic Oppommity was
denied funding because he failed to
involve the poor in program design
and administration. However, even
after anti-poverty elections were held
for the Commiulity Action Councils,
the mayor's appointed vice-chair used
time-tested ways of co-opting elective
policy board members and area council
members by offering them jobs in the
poverty program or city government.
In thc end, the Phdadelphia AntiPoverty Action Coimcil (PAAC)
became m independent commission
within the city government, leaving its
employees without civil service status
(which would have allowed them union
membership) and unable to transfer
into other city jobs. Brenda, a Philadelphia resident worker, noted that

"PAAC became the voice of the city"
(i.e. of the mayor's office). Any
program which ''had much substance
to it somehow o r mother got waylaid ...
and things came from the top down
for the most part and did not go the
other way very often" (p.72). Despite a
prohibition on partism activity, Alice
Porter, mother community worker,
actively engaged in "nonpartisan"
political advocacy. Alice reported that
workers did not trust the two-party
system m d so focused on solving
problems facing their community in a
"nonpartism" way. She simply interpretedagenq ndes prohibiting "partisad' politics to allow her to protect the
interests of her commiuuty. Others did
not feel so free to do so.
-

-

N e w York City exhibited a
somewhat different history from the
centralization in Philadelphia. Some
CAP agencies evolved out of existing
community organizations, like Mobilization for Youth. Others sprang up
on their own, so that by 1978 at least
four hundred anti-poverty programs
operated in New York City. As in
Philadelphia, a city-nu1 anti-poverty
program plan was rejected by Governor Nelson Rockefeller. It was succeeded by Mayor Robert Wagner's
executive order creating a hundred-seat
Coiuncil Ag;unst Poverty, forty-two
seats of which were reserved for
representatives of the poor.
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The approaches to community
work by those who contributed their
narratives to this book derived from a
variety of experiences -Dorothy Day's
Catholic Worker Movement, earlier
social work projects, traditions ofservice in the African-American community, participation in the Communist
and Socialist parties, and, of course,
the Civil Rights movement. Interestingly, the women's movement of the
late 1960s and eady 1970s played little
part in community residents' experiences leading them to community
work, though it had an important role
in the commitment ofthe non-resident
community workers. What is amazing
is that many of these women, who
were interviewed both in Philadelphia
and New York, continued in their
community work jobs for many years
and, in fact, after retirement, participated as volunteers in their communities.
New York City community
worker Maria Calero had met Dorothy
Day, who exemplified for her the best
in women's approaches to organizing,
which she contrasted with the "male
style" organizing ofthe Young Lords
or Black Panthers. Nina Reyes, who
continued her community work on the
Lower East Side of Manhattan for
thirty years, began organizing in
response to the War on Poverty. She
noted, "When the anti-poverty programs came, they all came in one shot,
and nobody knew what was going on.
See, a whole bunch of strangers were
coming into the community that
nobody knew. So that's why we
became involved" (p.109).
Nina also credited the New York
sanitation strike, which took place the
same year as the anti-poverty programs
were funded, as a triggering event in
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her community career. 'We got
involved when we saw our community
becoming a disaster. We got to the
point that we rented a truck and picked
up the garbage in the street. I had one
child at the time, 1964. We used to
take our daughter everywhere we
went" (p.110).
As an activist working in unpaid
activities, Nina also worked fill1 time in
a downtown Manhattan office until the
War on Poverty was declared. At that
point, she found a job in a day care
program funded through the War on
Poverty, then became involved in a
campaign to register Puerto Rican
voters. She managed to keep her
commitment alive through these thlrty
years:
How do I keep it alive?
Because I see the hurt. It's
like something that bothers
me, and I must say it. You
know all these stores,
Japanese stores, Korean
stores, what I see there is
mostly people from Mexico,
(working in them), and
those people work1 And
when I see them, for some
reason I see my hther, when
my hther came to this
country. That he had to
work so hard for so little
money.... When, just
because he didn't have that
knowledge of English he
had to work for minimal,
low pay. (pp.110-111)
For many ofthe resident community workers, their mothers provided
"a strong foundation" for their desire
to serve their communities. Carmen
Hernandez, who directed the same
education program in East Harlem that

had hired her as a bus driver in 1969,
characterized her s d l activist mother
as a "frontier community person" who
struggled to represent all the children
in her neighborhood as her own.
Back in the '50s and early '6Os,
when it wasn't tight for parents
to get involved, to be in the
classrooms, and to question
teachers, she was doing that.
She'd ask: "Why?" "How
come?" "Give me a reason." "I
won't take it just because you
said it." "Show it to me." "Let
me read it so I can understand
what's going on, because
verbally that doesn't connect
with me." ...And she got the
point across. A I I shk
~ would
fight for different children's
rights, and she didn't care
whose child it was. (p.119)
T o d a y ' s War on Poverty has
become the war on the poor and, 111
particular, on poor women. Rather
that empowering communities and
individuals to change their lives with
help from the resources of the state,
the mantra of "individual accountability" has allowed our political decisionmakers and citizens generally to
abdicate all responsibility for promoting the general welfare. There are few
oppom~nitiesfor grassroots workers
like those ofthe 1960s to be gainfully
employed in their neighborhoods' War
on Poverty - but then, no political
leader would have the nerve or
inclination today to embark on a War
on Poverty in the first place.

[Repnsenzuti~Rebecca Yonng bar beenpm

of zhe Wisconsin Lcgslazmforfo~lrleen
yem, when she bar mrked tinless4 on
issnes nlating ro mmen and chikinn. She
ntind az zhe end 1998.1
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Carol Chetkovich, REAL H . 2 GENDERANDRACEIN THE URBANFIRESERWCE. New Bnmswick, NJ,
and London: Rutgers University Press, 1997. 241p. bibl. index. $50.00, ISBN 0-8135-3409-1; pap., $18.95, ISBN 0-81352410-5.
Susan Eisenberg, PIONEERING: POEMS FROM THE CONSTRUCTIONSITE. Ithaca and London: Conlell
University Press/ILR Press, 1998. 6lp. pap., $12.95, ISBN 0-8014-8526-6.

----------. WE'LL CALL YOUIF WENEED YOU:EXPERIENCES OF WOMEN WORKlNG CONSTRUCTION Ithaca and London: Conlell University Press/ILR Press. 1998. 216p. $25.00, ISBN 0-8014-3360-6.
Maria R. Lowe, WOMEN OF STEEL FEMALEBODYBUILDERSAND THE STRUGGU FOR SELFDEFINITION New York and London: New York University Press, 1998. 206p. bibl. index. $45.00, ISBN 0-81475093-1; pap., $17.95, ISBN 0-8147-5094-X.
Sarah Pink, WOMENAND BULLFIGWING: GENDER, SEXAND THE CONSUMPTION OF TRADITION Oxford and New York: Berg, 1997. 233p. ill. $45.00, ISBN 1859739563; pap., $17.50, ISBN 185973961X.
Marim Swerdlow, UNDERGROUND WOX4h':MYFOUR KE.ARSASANEW YORKCITYSUBWAY CONDUCTOR. Philadelphia: Temple Lhiversity Press, 1998. 262p. $54.95, ISBN 1-56639-609-3; pap., $18.95, ISBN 1-

T h e r e have been significant
efforts for nearly a generation to help
women enter nontraditional fields
(those in which women make up less
than twenty-five percent of the
workforce) a ~ succeed
~ d
in them. A
number of recently published books
tell the story of what happens to
women in very traditionally male jobs
like constn~ctionand firefighting.
In the twenty years or so that
women have had the support of laws
h entering nontraditional careers,
obvious progress has been made in
some fields. However, there are other
fields in which women have had little
or no success breaking down barriers.
Si~sulEisenberg points out (in We'U
CaL! Yon I f We Need Yon) that despite
optimism and seemingly strong laws
and federal glidelines mandating hiring
on federal constn~ctionprojects,
"women's overall percentage of the
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constn~ctionworkforce grew to
to those careers. A quote in Sarah
roughly two percent in the early 1980s
Pink's Women and Bn@gbting stuns up a
and remained there" (p.3). Eisenberg
feeling that seems prevalent in America
interviewed thirty women constn~ctio~l as well as abroad. "Women have an
workers, incli~dingtwenty-eight in her
important role to play at the bullfight,
book. Over and over again, women
hut not as performers, rather they have
told her they weren't sure she woidd
the more emotive role of gracing the
want to include their stories became of audience with their beauty,' a middletheir negative feelings about the work.
aged man told me" (p.61). Pink calls
"Tradeswomen with years of experithis the role of the "beautifi~lspectaence still stn~gglefor respect," accordtor," a role that is "si~pportive"and
ing to Eisenberg. "When I asked
"t~onperforming."
whether they'd encourage women to
Women who want to move
enter the trades, the consensus seemed beyond support roles, to become
to be a resounding ambivalence. O r a
performers themselves, face an array
cautionary --only if it's done differof familiar objections, and not just
from bdlfighting aficionados. Comently" (p.210).
mon objectio~lsare that women are
too weak, too short, or too lacking in
W o m e n who try to enter
nontraditional occt~pationshear
repeatedly that women are not suited
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upper-body strength to do traditionally
male work. Some women do fall into
these categories of gross overgeneralization; others do not. For women
who have the appropriate physical
abilities and aptitudes, or who can
develop needed strengths, nontraditional jobs often pay far better than
traditional women's work. There are
other benefits to nontraditional careers
for those who prefer them. "I am just
not the kind of person that can be
confined to an office eight hours a
day," Gloria told Susan Eisenberg.
"It's just not me. I'd go crazy. I have
to get outside. I have to feel the wind
in my face, you know? I like the fresh
air. Even in the winter" (p.94).
E v e n women who tnly like the
nontraditional work they've chosen,
however, report linding such immense
barriers that they cannot seem to
overcome them. Filthy or nonexistent
bathrooms, spitefill coworkers who
create horrifyu.lglyunsafe working
conditions, isolation, lack of respect,
sexual harassment, and threats emerge
as barriers to women succeeding in the
nontraditional careers covered by
several of these books (particilarly
Eisenberg and Swerdlow). "A kick/
denting her I~u~chbox//i~rine/ii~
her
hardhat//dead rat/beside her saw"
@.36), as Eisenberg sums it up in
"Unwelcome Mats at the Constniction
Site" (in Plbneerind. Those indig~u
ties
pale beside the poem ''Tell Me":
"What/shall I/do/with the/woman's/
hand/left/on the table/of the radial/
arm/saw/she was not/ulstnicted/how
to use.//It has been/knocking/at the
window/of my dream/poking/in the
closet/of my memory/resting/on my
shoddedwhen I/come home" (p.32).

Interestingly, though, many
women make the point that the worst
thing about such barriers is that they
prevent women from becoming skilled
at their chosen work. Many women
report working conditions in which
they simply cannot do their jobs.
Of those who seem to have the
ability and desire to succeed in nontradtional careers, many report they
never have a genuine opportunity to
prove themselves. As a firefighter
pointed out to Carol Chetkovich (Real
Heud, "Officer and coworkers could
facilitate a new firefighter's opportunity to prove herself, by keeping her in
or out of the action at fire scenes when
they did occur" (p.90). Being allowed
to be "part of the action" emerges as a
major theme in all of the books
reviewed here. If a woman is not
included in the real work being done
by her coworkers, she has no opportunity to lean1 to do real work herself.
Not only does she not gain necessary
skdls, she also fails to develop the selfconfidence that is a necessary part of
all the careers these books cover.
"Fire fighting is a performance job in
which the ability to act the part is
central; competence includes a posture
of assertiveness and self-confidence,"
Chetkovich writes. "Traditional
firefighter culture 'tests' for such
qualities in many ways, but veterans
also take an active hand in bidding the
newcomer's self-confidence by
conveying a sense of tnlst in him,
letting him know that 'we know you
can do it,' and giving him the necessary
oppomuuty and support" (p.119).
.%me female bodybuilders are
explicit in describi~lgtheir own selfconfidence. 'When I meet a man for
the first time, I don't have this little
wimpy fi~lgerhandshake," one bodybuilder told Maria R. Lowe (in Women

o/Sted). "I shake their hand like 'I
know who I am,' you know? 'I'm glad
you got to meet me' " (p.49). Selfconfident or not, though, female
bodybuilders share the economic
disadvantages of less muscular women.
'There is a tremendous discrepancy
between the men's and women's
bodybuilding money prizes," according
to Lowe, who cites two top shows
where the first-place men's prizes were
$100,000 and $80,000, compared to
the first-place women's prizes of
$35,000 and $20,000 (p.187).

T h e r e are many different
women's stories in these books, told
from a variety of perspectives, using a
variety of techniques. Chetkovich,
Lowe, and Pink are sociologists whose
books are scholarly ethnographies
u~cludingthe stories of many women.
Chetkovich's analysis is particularly
interesting because she considers
differences in treatment based on both
race and sex. Eisenberg and Marian
Swerdlow, on the other hand, actually
worked for a number of years (as a
master electrician and subway conductor respectively) in the fields they write
about. Swerdlow (who now teaches
high school) uses her own personal
story to give the reader entry into the
esoteric world of the New York City
transit worker. She loads her account
with so much detail, however, that the
book reads nearly like a diary, her work
would have benefited greatly from an
editor. The interviews with construction workers in Eisenberg's nonfiction
book We 'IICall Yon I/ We Need Yon
contain many telling anecdotes. Her
book of poetry, Pionemir& captures
individual stories (her own and those
she has heard) in an emotionally
compelling way.
All of these books give a somewhat discouraging account of the fate
of women who attempt such nontradi-
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tional careers. There are some signs of
hope, however. Chetkovich found a
number of women (pamcularly those
related to other firefighters) who were
able to succeed at their jobs. She
offers a number of suggestions for
improving working co~lditionsfor
women firefighters. However,
Chetkovich also places her study in a
larger context. "The experiences of
women firefighters are shaped by a
much larger context of gender con-

flict," Chetkovich writes, quoting
psychiatrist Robert Stoller, "The first
order of business in being a man is:
don't be a woman"' (p.188).
Chetkovich thinks that "procedural
fairness" in hiring and working
condi tions d l make a difference, but
she also writes that "Until and unless
there is a more fia~damentaland
equitable resolution of this conflict,
social issues such as the sexual integration of the fire service will remain
unsettled" (p.191).
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Uo~zbnRiky, owner $Her Own Wo&
in Mudison, WI,ptvdnns udeos on uumen's
hislory und m m m in nontraditional tuners.
Her bnsiness u d d w is P. 0. Box 5264,
Mudison, WI 53705; emaik
btvwnuur@ooLmm; neb.&: blip:/ /
members.uoLmm/kmtvn~rd/kmtvn.h~]

INSEARCH
OF ADVEN
TURE." WOMEN
OF DARING
AND DUTY
by T h m m P. Maloney

Cohen, Daniel A., ed., "THE F E ~ A 4 U W V E " A N D R E ' m D
WORKS:NNARRATMS OF CROSSDRESSINGAND U
.WCELVAMERICX'SEARLYREPUBLIC. Amherst: University of Massachusetts
Press, 1997. 216p. ill. $40.00, ISBN 1-55849-123-6; pap., $14.95, ISBN 1-55849-124-4.
Klausmann, Ulrike, Marion Meinzerin, atld Gabriel Kuhn, eds., WOiUENPIRATESAND WEPOLITICS OF THE
JOLLY-ROGER. t m d by Tyler Austin and Nicholas Levis. Montreal: Black Rose Books, 1997. 245p. index. ill. $48.99,
ISBN 1-55164-059-7; pap., $19.99, ISBN 1-55164-058-9.
Merryman, Molly. CLIPPED WINGS: THE RISEAND FALL OF THE WOMENAIRFORCESERWCE
PEOTS (WASPS) OF WORLD WARII. New York: New York llluversity Press, 1998. 23%. bibl. index. ill. $29.95,
ISBN 0-8147-5567-4.
Rothblum, Esther D., Jacqueline S. Weinstock, and Jessica F. Morris, eds., WOMENLV THEANTARCTIC New
Yo*: Hatrington Park Press, 1998.250~.ill. $39.95, ISBN 0-7890-0247-7; $19.95, ISBN 1-56023-9114.

A these four enjoyable and

lust, some of whom gave the tradition
of rape and pillage an tu~usualtwist.
informative texts illustrate, women are
Fictional accounts such as T k
no strangers to the power of advenFemuh Maine (originally published
ture. Women, as well as men, have
between 1815 and 1818 in various
faced and conquered adversity since
versions) enjoyed huge popdarity with
the dawn of human civilization, and it
eighteenth and early-nineteenth century
is no less fitting that their lives, heroic
readers. Such works tended to
or otherwise, be chronicled.
combine the fascination of far-off
Our appreciation of pirates, shiplands and adventure with the reversal
wreckers, and the chdestine salvage
industry has been rather well addressed of societal and sexual roles, where the
over the last few decades, most notably picaresque, rogue, or scoundrel might
profit mightily in the short-term, yet
by Marnis Rediker's Betmen tk D e d
nearly always face the wrath of God in
and tk De@ Bhc Seu (Cambridge
the end. LI many ways, T k Femah
University Press, 1987). Recent
is evocative of Ned Ward's T k
Murine
themes in this literature have included
Wooden WorU Dissected (1707) and other
that of the sailing vessel as a tnle
contemporary accounts of maritime
Republic, the homoerotic aspects of
life. Lucy Brewer, the tale's heroine,
seaborne adventurers' lives, and of
becomes a victim of vice, yet is able to
course the socioeconomic aspects of
redeem her virtue in iuly number of
piracy as a profession. Yet, apparently
risky scenarios where her tnle identity,
eve11 more tem+ng thul most seaif nnmasked, would prove her ultimate
going toughs were those bawdy babes
who threw off all societal co~lve~ltioils undoing. Lucy, who draws her
inspiration from the heroic efforts of
and sailed off in lives of tnle wanderwomen in the Revolutionary War,
becomes a girl adventurer serving with

distinction aboard the 1J.S.S.Constitution, iu~derliningthe importance of
constructing a didistctively American
identity for both sexes in the early
republic. Clearly, Lu,cy's adoption of a
male persona allows her to act in a
fashion considered by her contemporaries most unladylike. Yet, she realizes
that without her decision to crossdress as a male sailor, an entire world
of adventlire iuld opportunity would be
denied her. Because her cross-dressing
behavior was considered such a radical
departure from societal norms, it also
helps explain the popdarity of T k
Femah Marine for readers - Lucy can
accomplish what they could only
experience vicariously. Similarly, the
literary necessity for co~lstantplay
upon her already ambiguous virtue
only added to the excitement of the
tale. While numerous narratives of
seafaring, piracy, whaling, m d military
bravery abounded in the popular
literature of the day T k Femuh Mmine
offered readers a njquiversion of what
they already enjoyed, and this feature
also helps explain the popdarity of
Lucy's advenh~res.Sigrlificandy, these
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adventures come to end when she
meets a wealthy New York gentleman,
proving that even girls gone astray
might yet make a favorable match.
The allegorical aspects of The Female
Mutine provided contemporary readers
with adventurous entertainment as well
as solid moral instruction. Whether
Lucy Brewer actually existed will in all
probability remain a mystery, but to
the extent that the story celebrates her
real-life counterparts, it provides a
fitting tribute to their lives and efforts.
Two of the three other brief pieces
included in the book were fictional
works produced by the same early
nineteenth-century publisher/printer
who put together Lucy's story, while
the thlrd offers the reports of two
ministers on their missions to the West
Boston vice district noted in The Female
Munne.

groundbreaking effort, precisely
because there is relatively little secondary literature available on women
pirates. For those who read this
volume thoroughly, it will prove a
iuefi~lstarting point for filrther
research in a number of related areas.

E m e n Pirum highlights the
careers of several notable women
pirates from ancient Grecian epics
imtil the present-day adventures of
women sailors on the .South China Sea.
Here ribaldry and rebellion live sideby-side in a world where the bottom of
the sea is always closer than the next
port of call. O f course, the expected
figures are here, such as Ireland's
Granuaile (Grace O'Malley), but the
editors have assembled a formidable
array of women pirates from around
the globe. Unfornlnately, many of the
resulting treatments are brief and
cursory, whether due to the paucity of
historical sources dealing with this
phenomenon o r to overzealous editing.
O f particular merit, though, is Gabriel
Kuhn's essay 011 "Anarchy and
Piracy," which certainly provides the
reader with an effective examination of
the cdtural milieu, political organization, and value system of pirates
throughout history. This volume will
clearly maintain its importance as a
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M o r e modem-day female
adventurers are chronicled in ChPped
W i q s a ~ l dWomen in he An~ardc.In
marked contrast to the lives of female
desperadoes described in the previous
volume, Chpped Wings illustrates the
lives of those women who generally
embraced societal values and contributed when a ~ l dhow they could to the
successfi~lprosecution of America's
war effort during World War 11.
Although their lives were profoundly
changed by their service to their
country, once the war was over, the
overwhelming majority of these
women returned to ordinary lives.
Curiously, their sacrifice was not
categorized as military service, despite
its explicit military character. Without
the heroic efforts of the WASP test
pilots, how many more male pilots
would have died unnecessarily due to
equipment failure in rapidly produced
aircraft destined for combat? Fortunately, the WASPs did not simply fade
away following their disbandment in

1944. However, it wasn't imtil 1977,
after years of lobbying to obtain
military status and veterans' benefits,
that their heroic efforts were finally
recognized. Molly Merryman has
assembled a formidable study of these
women pilots using recently declassified government documents, as well as
interviews with surviving WASP
personnel.

D e s p i t e its scenic splendor and
unique wildlife, few of us will ever
experience the Antarctic. Althoi~ghwe
all know it well as a venue for PBS,
N a ~ u nand National Geogr@hic television specials, Antarctica remains a
lonely yet fascinating outpost for those
fornulate enough to live and work
there. The concerns facing women in
Antarctic work environments are in
reality little different from those of any
other workplace - sexual harassment,
romance, drug abuse, illness, lack of
privacy, and limited resources. Thankfidly, most Antarctic residents are
rather serious about their roles as
researchers, communications specialists, technicians, or administrative
support personnel because their
community is so highly interdependent
to begin with. The potential for

mischief is large, however, and my
obstacles to workplace productivity
are magnified due to the isolation
defining their lives in what is truly a
cold and forbidding locale. In
short, there is nothing easy about
life there, and mistakes in the field
can prove fatal. Because risk is an
omnipresent factor, it has tended to
lead to effective and rational
behavioral choices for members of
both sexes.
Rothblum, Weinstock, and
Morris have attempted to assess the
character of Antarctic women in a
series of vigilettes and interviews
that exemplify the nature of risktaking behavior. What keeps these
women sane in an environment
most of us would consider so
uninviting? The CARE package,
the letters, email and amateur radio,
the occasional drink, the station's
social events, the adventure, the
camaraderie, and the feeling of
accomplishment in doing something
that is different. There are of
course drawbacks: "consumer
withdrawal," macho mentalities,
grueling shift work, and the adture
shock of returning home. However,
it would seem that few would forgo
their experience in retrospect.
Ultimately, all of these works
are concerned with survival in
dangerous, unfavorable and extreme
conditions, and prove that women
are equal to the task.

[ThomasP. Mahny is a doctoral
candidatr in he Dtpurtmcnz o/ History az
the U n i m ' p o/ Wisconsin-Mdon,
lYhm he is mmnzb comphing his
6snkrtion on Zhe Anglo-lrish c~unomic
rvmof1932-1938.1
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by Jill M.Duquaine

DREAMWORLDSZ:DESIRE, SEX AND P O m R INMUSIC m E O S
1995. Director: Sut Jhally. Media Education Foundation, 26 Center St.,
Noahampton, MA, 01060; (800) 897-0089; fax: 413-586-8398; emd:
mediaed@mediaed.org; website: http://www.igc.org/mef
SEXUAL S7EREOTXPES INMEDIA: SUPERMANAND THE
BRIDE. 1993. Director: Ian Martin. Princeton, NJ: Films for the Humanities &
Sciences, P.O. Box 2053, Princeton, NJ 08543-2053; (800) 257-5126; fax: (609)
275-3767; email: custserv@2films.com; website: http://www.filrns.com
WARNING: THEMEDL4 W Y B E WAZARDOUS TO YOUR
HEtLLm 1990. Media Watch. P.O. Box 618, Santa C n ~ zCA
, 95061-0618;
(800) 631-6355; email: mwatch@cn~zio.com;website: http://

M a s s media have recently come
under increasing scnltiny from cultural
critics, feminists, scholars, and activists. Such criticism often centers
around claims that media representations reinforce and perpetuate gender
stereotypes, contributing not only to
the objectification of women as well as
women's own dislike and hatred of
their bodies, but also to America's
culture of violence. While most
recognize that the media have some
affect on viewers, few realize the
extent of such affects. Together, the
videos Dnamumrldr 2: Desin, Sex, and
Pouw in Mnsic Videos, Scxud Sfenofjps
in M c a k Sz@nnan and zhe Bride, and
Wurning: The Me& May bc Hazanions fro
Yonr Hcalrh provide a detailed analysis
of the complex relationship among the
media, violence, c~dturalappearance

standards, and gender roles and
expectations.

illustrates how music videos - elaborate commercials intended to help sell
music artists and their CD's and tapes
- use provocative sexual imagery to tell
stories about sexuality. W e Jhally
recognizes that every society must tell
stories about sexuality as a necessary
part of their culture, he takes issue with
the limited number of stories told in
music videos as well as who is telling
them. At least ninety percent of music
videos, he says, are written and
directed by men and most often reflect
a "sexual dreamland based on male
adolescent fantasies." W e these
fmtasies offer insight into male
sexuality, they are particularly problematic because they portray women not as
they really are, but as men would like
their fantasy women to be. For
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example, women are rarely shown as
active, intelligent, independent, or
ai~tonomoi~s.
Instead, they are portrayed as sexidly available, in a
constant state of undress, as prostihltes, as fragmented and disconnected
body pam, as welcoming and desiring
invasion of their bodies, and as
existing solely for the (viewing)
pleasure of men.
The most harmfill aspect, according to Jhally, is when "dreamworld"
constn~ctionsof women are used to
inlderstmd relationships in the real
wodd. This point is made most
strongly when a scene from The
Acmcd, the movie starring Jodie
Foster and based on the real-life gang
rape of a woman, is compared to
music videos. This comparison is a
compelling tool illustrating how little
difference there is between the rape
scene and the images music videos
present to millions of viewers every
day. It demonstrates how graphic,
violent, and harmfill to ci~lh~ral
attih~desabout gender mmy music
videos can be. The greatest harm is
that danger and violence become
normalized.
Explicit violence against women,
however, is only part of the problem.
Videos also influence how women
think about themselves. Few women
can attain the narrow definitions of
femininity and beauty presented in
music videos and, according to Jhally,
this can foster self-loathing and a
negative body-image among female
viewers. While music videos may not
be a direct cause of violence against
and devaluation of women, o r of
eating disorders and obsession with
appearance among women, it is clear
that these stories ;uld representations
influence attih~desand expectations
about sexuality.

w h i l e Dnumuarhh 2 focuses on
images of women, the 1993 video,
S@ennun und the Urine: SexnulSteno@.i
in Medu, critiques mass media's
influence on social constn~ctionsof
feminiility as well as masculinity. It
evaluates these constnictions as they
appear in magazines, radio, records,
films, TV, and newspapers, arguing
that "every message p i 1 see will have
some impact on you, however small."
Media messages, then, become particidarly illarming when men and
women are presented in a dichotomous relationship -as extreme opposites in regard to desired appearance,
actioils, and social roles. Thoiigh it
centers primarily aroimd commercial
forms of mass media, this video also
offers important insight into news
reporting and other dociimentary
forms, illuminating the often-overlooked fact that sexism and gender
stereotyping is present in this arena,
too.
Most importantly, Suflennun and he
Bride recognizes that gender stereotypes in media are not limited to
representations of women, but extend
to men as well. For example, women
are primarily portrayed in one of two
ways: as helpless dolls, toys who are
always smiling, mld sexi~alobjects, or
as m ~ r n ~ d ncaring,
g,
asexual mothers
who make a career out of having and
caring for babies. Men, in sharp
contrast, are most often presented
monolithically - as bn~te,strong,
uilemotional, immoral, m d determined
achievers. However, neither male nor
female media images can exist alone.
Though they may be presented
differently, they exist together, specifically as they help to define one
another. Women can only be consistently defined as weak and helpless if
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men are consistently defined as strong
and courageous.
T h e third video, Wmninrg: The
Me& M q Be Hupurdow to Yon Heulrh,
is a prod;ict of Media Watch, based on
a slide show by former model of
eleven years, Ann J. Simonton. Though
she criticizes magazine and television
advertisements and what she identifies
as sexist, anti-woman messages,
Simonton is clear that her message and
that of Media Watch is not one that
advocates ceilsorship. The issue, she
says, is "not the niidity and not the
sex" but rather "the media's role in
tunling women as a group into objects." Wurmq, along with its thoroi~gh
and well-researched instructor's guide,
leads viewers through several different
aspects of critical media viewing
including: Power of the Media, Beauty
Myths, Gender Stereotypes, Sex eL
Violeilce in the Media, and
Maillstreaming Pornography and Its
C i d h l d Effects. Viewers lean1 not
only how to evaluate media representations of gender, but also that factors
such as race iuld class must be considered.
llnlike the other videos, however,
Wuming takes its message one step
further. The concluding segment,
Actions and Ideas for .Social Change,
demonstrates that althoi~ghmedia
messages are harmfill and contribute
to the proliferation of violence in our
culhlre as well as the objectification
and devaluation of women, every
viewer can do s o m e h n g to challenge
and change media messages. Examples include writing letters to the
makers of products whose advertisements you find offensive, boycotting
products whose m m u fach~rersuse
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sexist or violent imagery in their ads,
signing petitions, subscribing to
alternative periodicals, joining or
supporting organizations that challenge media representations, or
committing acts of civil disobedience
if such action seems appropriate. As
Sirnonton indicates, social c h a ~ ~ g e
movements can begin only when
people care enough to take action.
Together, these videos provide an
in-depth, critical analysis of media
messages and how they contribute to
violence and gender role expectations
within American cdture. They are
also usefid tools for teaching critical
viewing skills, m d provide information appropriate for students from
junior high to the graduate level - they
are certain to foster fruitfill discussion
and debate. More importantly, after
watching these videos, viewers will
never look at media images the same
way again.

UiU M. Dnqnainc nmmMdhcr B A . in
S o d Cbmrge and De~lopmentnitb u
minor in Women5 .~tnCes/omthe
Um'trm3of Wisconrinut Green Buy in
199 7. CmntLj, she is in her secondyeur in
the Pb.D. pmgrum in Amcricun StuCes ut
tbr U n i m B oflom, connntruting on
@ptvmhes to/cmirrist theory and tnentietha n f qsoda1mo~mentsand L V D L ~ ? ~ ~
adon Hergnmest acbictcment to date,
hmrm, is hcrj~ur;yem-OM
daughter,
Summa Akab, lvho 13 being raised to &ten
to and fnuf h c r j m i s t wia.]

by Fubienne Baider und Anita Lung

International Trends: T h e Witch "SheW/the Historian
UHe" by Elspeth Whitney
URL: h t t p : / / l o t l e s t a r . t e x a s . r l e t / - m s e i f e r t / p l
Developed a~1dmaintained by: Michael S. Sejferth (Palo
Alto College), mseifert@texas.net
Last updated: October 4,1998.
Date of review: October 4, 1998.
This page consists of a single but scholarly essay that
examines the current state of scholarship on gender uld the
European witch hunts of the sixteenth uld seventeenth
centuries. It also suggests some directions for filrther work
such as the mirror image of the saint/witch female icons.
The essay's main argument is that the witch hunt established
a connection linking women with the Devil and therefore
succeeded in subjugating women who were not dependent
on men. This twenty-five-page document (origmally
published in Journal of Women5 History, F d , 1995) includes a
mine of classic references (one of the best encountered on
this topic) and more upbeat works such as Judith Brown's
lmmo&sf Acfs: The Li/e ofa Lcsbiun N m in Renadsance ImLj
(Oxford, 1986) and Ellen Goody's 'legitimate a ~ l dIllegitimate Aggtession in a West African State" (1970).
T h e Dark Side of Christian History By Helen Ellerbe
URL: http://www.warmcove.com/cove/mou~ingstar/
Developed and maintained by: sharon@warmcove.com
Last updated: August 1,1998.
Date of review: October 1, 1998.
This site also focuses on the European witch h~ultand
covers the period from 1450 until 1750. It is Chapter Eight
of Helen Ellerbe's book The Dark Side ofChn'sdan History
(Morningstar Books, 1995). This well-written essay integrates plenty of substa~ltialinformation in seven pages; it
contains more than one hundred footnotes. Unfomulately,
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the footnote links are not all accessible: only twenty-one can
be read, and they consist of book references.

Last updated: June 16,1998.
Date of review: October 5, 1998.

Steph's Witch Hunt Pages
[JRL: www.powen~p.com.au/-greywing/witches.htrd
Developed and maintained by: Stephanie Du Barry,
greyuiing@webexpress.net.au
Last updated : September 1998.
Date of review : October 1 1998.[Revised 11 /98]

The Witchcraft Bibliography Project is a vast and
growing collection of references on the history of witchcraft. The project was begun by Professor Jeffrey Merrick
of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee when he was a
graduate student. He continued to maintain and expand the
collection until 1996 when, due to other interests and
commitments, he handed off the project to Professor
Richard Golden of the University of North Texas, where
the site now resides. The current Web author promises to
update the site "periodically." Contact information is listed
on all the pages, and the user is encouraged to send comments and additions.
The references include articles in many languages,
including Spanish, French, Pom~guese,German, Hungarian,
Polish. Russian, and Dutch as well as English. The bibliography c m be downloaded as a single file, or viewed online in
its entirety, or according to topic. There are also instn~ctions on how to submit a contribution. Not only are
historical references included, but there are also social
scientific analyses on witches and witchcraft. Links to
other sites abbut witchcraft, including courses, as well as
sites about topics related to witchcraft such as neo-paganism, goddess religions, ;uld fairies are listed. Not all links
work, and of those that do, some link to pages with outdated information, or duplicate information more thoroughly covered elsewhere. Overall, this is an excellent
resource for m y scholar of witches in European history.

This site is part of Stephanie's personal page and
contains an excellent grouping of the main witchesysites.
Stephanie D ~Barry
I
holds a Masters degree from the
University of New England. Her interests include history,
especially English or European history, and "more specifically, the study of the witch hunts in early modern Europe
and the role of women in societies throughout history, from
ancient to modem."
Her witch hunt site consists mainly of six links: two to
scholarly sites about witches, including Joan's WirchDinttor
and The Witching Horn (both reviewed below), while the
other four link to articles on witches based on her own
research.
Among the articles, The MuIlcrrs Muh$cmm - A Cbmmenmy is a clear and short presentation on the 1486 book by
Dominican monks Sprenger and Kramer that was so
influential in the European witch himt. It also offers some
bibliographic references. The link titled Wi&he~!An E x m Oniinaty Eqnssion ~JMirogvnyis a summary of key events
that took place in late Renaissance Europe. The originality
of this short essay is in its mention of Pmdora, Aristotle,
and the Judeo-Christian misogynistic attih~desthat contributed to the conditions leading to the witch himts. The other
two essays, The Wirchin Scotkand 6 the Witchin Eud Angh A Coqmuliw St#& and The Witrh 6the Demom'uc, are also
good discussions and substantial in their references. Du
Barry's illustrations are superb. A minor problem in the
title bar is that her page is named "Greywing's Witch Hunt
Pages," while on the page itself, the title is "Steph's Witch
Hunt Pages."

The Witchcraft Bibliography Project
[W http://www.hist.irnt.edu/witch.htm
Originally developed and maintained by: Jeffrey Merrick
(U~uversityof Wisconsin- Milwaukee); Currently expanded
a i d maintained by: Richard Golden (University of North
Texas), rm@rnt.edu
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Joan's Witch Directory The European Witch Trials
URL: http://www.rci.n1tgm.ed11/-ji~p/witches
Developed and maintained by: Joan Pontius (Rutgers
University), jpontius@e3ndb.n1tgers.edu
Last updated: May 1998.
Date of review: October 5, 1998.
The author states at the outset that the information
presented is gleaned from "material I have foiu~dof interest
on this subject. These mostly consist of excerpts I have
come across in my readings and reference lists I have put
together, ;uld things kindly sent to me by other witch
enthusiasts." Although the Web author does not claim to
be a scholar of witches (a quick check into the Rutgers
directory revealed that she is a postdoctoral associate in the

chemistry department), the information she presents is for
the most part verifiable through scholarly sources, many of
which are listed in her BOOKS link. She includes a
disclaimer that she herself is not a witch or a pagan.
Thus, the contents of the website are for those interested from a factual perspective not only in the European
witch trials, as indicated by the title of the website, but also
in American witch hunts and witch-related topics. The site is
organized by topic. The materials, consisting of timelines,
excerpts from pertinent texts, references to books, discussions of terminology, images, and links to other related sites,
appear to be an excellent survey of the witch trials. For
research and class projects, they provide starting points into
further study. One of the most interesting and informative
feahlres of this site was the author's expanding of her
terminological explanations with excerpts from newsgroup
discussions of those terms. There is also a link to recently
added material.
However, the navigation is fn~strating,largely because
it's hard to tell where one is at any given point. For instance,
clicking on the birth control link on the Medicine and
Pharmacy page takes the viewer to a document with neither
a title nor a link back to the referring page. Sometimes the
author doesn't distinguish between i n t e n d and external
links,so that without checking the status bar, viewers might
be surprised to find that themselves leaving the site. There
are deadends, too (e.g., Bible Acts 19).
Nonetheless, the site contains usefid information, even
if it is u~consistentlyorganized.
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T h e Witching Hours: Medieval through
Enlightenment
LTRL: http://www2.cybercities.com/s/sharlmo~tch
Developed and maintained by: Shantell Powell,
sh~~monster@bigfoot.com
Last updated: August 27, 1998.
Date of review: October 5, 1998.
This is a fantastic site. The pages are consistently laid
out, visually pleasing, and well-organized. The author states
on the home page what the site is about, and what it is not
(to distinguish from sites directed specifically to modem-day
practitioners of paganism and wicca), and encourages the
surfer to inform the author of dead links. Additionally, the
contents of the site are organized into a list of links,
including dates of most recent changes, and corresponding
popup menus. Each link is accompanied by a short description.
The topics themselves appear to be comprehensive,
ranging from primary texts, such as court records and
folklore contemporary with the witch himts, to interpretative siunmaries of readings. The links to external sites
ulclude an impressively wide range of topics that are, a p n ,
accompanied by short descriptive statements. The author's
bibliography of sources includes both links and books.
The comparisons between those persecuted as witches
and those who were politically weak or considered socially
deviant - such as lepers, Jews, and the extremely poor may be of interest to feminist scholars researching the
theme of women as scapegoats, both in the periods between
medieval times and the E~llightenment,and in modem
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times. Overall, this site is mother excellent stamng point
for research into the witch craze.
OTHER
http://www.northcoast.com/-caw/witchset.h: This
site explains the distinction between satanism and witchcraft, offering substantial historical m d synchronical data.
Last updated: December 1995.

h~://www.lib.uiowa.edu/proj/smfs/index.html:This
Medieval Feminist Index offers a search engine for its
database which includes the major medieval and Renaissance journals. Three English amcles with detailed references are listed when searching for "witches." Last updated: September 1998.
Another site that may be usefid for those interested in print
sources on witches is http://poe.acc.virginia.edu/
-prn9k/libsci/witche~.html,which is a one-document
bibliography of resources on witches titled "Divining for
Witches o r Witches: A Pathfinder. Last updated: June 1993

http://www.geocities.com/Athens/2962/
witchbks.html: This is a11 excellent page listing the very
latest books and articles on the witch craze, and is part of a
well-organized site on witches. Included on the page is a
form for submission of recently published material on
witches. Last updated: May 12, 1998.

http://etext.virginia.edu/salem/witchcraft/: Created
by the Darners Archival Center, Peabody Institute Library
of Danvers, Massachusetts, this page is titled "Witchcraft in
Salem Village." The website is "designed to provide
accurate general information about these witchcraft events."
http://www.salemweb.com/witches.han: Another site
dedicated to docwnenting and explaining the .Salem witch
trials of 1692. which were launched by the strange behavior
of two young girls.

&J Gail Wood

Celebration of nature is central to the practice of Wicca,
a contemporary religion that reconstmcts pre-Christian
religions of Europe and combines them with the modem
sensibilities of self-improvement and creativity. Often
referred to as The Old Religion, Wicca is a life-affirming,
polytheistic religion that borrows from many traditions, and
one may find a number of diverse influences in the practice
of Wicca, including New Age philosophies, Buddhist,
Hindu, Native American, Christian, and other traditions.
The central beliefs in Wicca are gender equality, reverence
for nature, and a creative sense of the Divine that manifests
itself as God and Goddess. There are no scriptures and
laws in Wicca other than a guiding principle called The
Wiccan Rede.
The Rede is "An it harm none, do what ye will," which
implies both freedom and responsibility. Coupled with the
Three-Fold Law - which states that every action good or
bad returns to the person three-fold - the Rede guides the
actions of Wicca practitioners.
There are as many traditions and practices of Wicca as
there are Wiccans. The absence of scriptures and proscribed behavior creates a wildly diverse spiritual cornmunity that actively disavows codification. The term "witch" is
also used for Wicca. Many Wicc;uls use witch and witchcraft interchangeably with Wicca, and others make distinctions between the practice of Wicca and the practice of
witchcraft. Many Wiccans disavow the word witch because
of the historical witch-hunts and the ugly old witch of
Hdloween. O l e of the more imfommate things that
Wiccans must do when explaining their religion and
spirituality is to define what they are nor, meaning that they
must explain they are not Satu~ists,devil-worshipers, o r
baby-killers.
G E N E R A L R E L I G I O N WEBSITES
Ontario Consultants o n Religious Tolerance
[JRL: http://www.religioustolerance.org
Developed and Maintained by: Ontario Consultar~ts011
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Religious Tolerance, self-described as 2 Unitarian-Universalists, 1 Wiccan and 1unaffiliated Christian
Last updated: 1997.

A SourceBook for Earth's Community of Religions
CJRL: http://www.silcom.com/-origin/csb2.html
Developed and maintained by :Joel Beverslds
Last up dated:
These two websites contain information about all of the
world's religions, including Wicca and the neo-pagan
movement. Ontario Consultants on Religious Tolerance
provides a well-orga~uzed,graphically pleasing website with
articles on all religions. The article on Witchcraft and Wicca
is divided into several parts including history, beliefs,
practices, and questions. (Ancillary to this, the article on
Satanism provides clear information on that religion,
avoidmg sensationalism.) All articles have very good
bibliographies, using both print and Web resources.
A ,%urceBook for the Earth's Community of Religions
provides entries on all religions, written by practitioners of
those spiritual practices. The author of the article on Wicca
is a prominent member of the Wiccan Community, past
president of the Covenant of the Goddess, and her article is
well-written and informative. There is contact information
at the end of the article, but the listing is very small and
does not reflect the diversity of Wiccan practice.
WEBSITES O N WICCA
Arachne's Web
URL: http://www.cascade.net/arachne.html
Developed and Maintained by: Carrie Carolin
Last updated: 1988.
COGWEB: T h e Covenant of the Goddess
URL: http://uww.cog.org
Developed and Maintained by: The CoG organization
Last updated: ??
T h e Witches' Voice: A News and Education Network
URL: http://www.witchvox.com
Developed and Maintained by: Wren Walker and Fritz Jung
Last updated: November 1998
Arachne's Web is a resource site, providing over nine
hundred links to web pages on a variety of neo-pagan and
wiccan issues. It is a simple, well-orplized page that
divides the information into clear categories, including

Druids, Webrings Rr Other Information, Wicca Information
and Education, Wiccan Personal Pages, Goddesses & Gods,
Myths Rr Mythology, Holidays, Magick, and other topics.
The page is well-maintained, with the links working effectively. Some of the links have a "recommended" note, but
otherwise the websites linked to this page are not evaluated.
The site is a very usehd link to the diversity of the o n h e
Wiccan community.
The Covenant of the Goddess (COG) is one of the
oldest Wiccan organizations in North America. COG is "an
international organization of cooperating, autonomous
Wiccan congregations and solo practitioners." The web
page is easy to navigate and divided into six parts: What's
new; Information about COG; Special Projects; COGLocal
Coiincils and Activities; About Our Religion; and Other
Org;u~izations.The section "About Our Religion" provides
very good essays on basic beliefs, frequently asked questions
(FAQ, general practices, holidays, and a selective bibliography. The FAQ, in particular, is very well done and informative. The bibliography is a good selection of the most
influential books about Wicca.
The Witches' Voice is a very comprehensive web page
with a much-needed site map. The page is designed to be a
networking and education website for practitioners, with a
great deal of information, well-written and well-researched.
There is information on issues facing Wiccans, such as
discrimination, child custody, religious education for teens,
integrity, and more. A networking page lists groups,
uldividi~als,and shops by state. Another page offers a series
of lesson plans for teachers. There's information for
newcomers to the religion, as well as information for more
experienced practitioners. All the links work effectively on
the very well-orpuzed links page. A White Page section
cames sample press releases on a variety of issues including
Wiccan awareness, chld custody, and teens in Wicca. Some
of the design and color choices make reading and printing a
problem. Nevertheless, this is an extraordinary collection
of information.
Naturally, this short review provides only a beginning
introduction to web-based information on Wicca. The
websites mentioned give m informative view of Wicca with
links to muly other places for information and networking.

[Gail Wood is the Dincror of Librutits at the Stua Unitrrsip of
N w York C o b m Codand, locuted in C'enrralNew York. Her
@iitialjoim y has includedfindamentul Chrzjtiuni& goddess
@iitiuhg, und Wiccu. She has been upru~u'tionerundjniesass of
Wiccujbrf;ftcen~
ycun.]
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SINGLE
PARENT SUPPORT
GROUPS
AND

The United States is home to approximately fifteen and
a half million single parents, according to the Single Parents
Association, and they are on the lookout both for information to improve their lives and for someone who understands their sihlation: dealing with children, bills, child
support, custody hassles, and friends' reactions to their new
single stahls. A m d t i h ~ d eof sites on the Intenlet provide
general information from organizations and "been-there,
done-that" support from other single parents.

finalcid sihlahons and m u h d support. The site has a
strong list of links providing i~lbrmationand encouragement.

ORGANIZATIONS:

.We Mothers Intemational is a site that means business,
putting a host of resources at the tips of the single parent's
fingers. Experts await individual questions, "Clperation: Net
Support'' places single parents in touch with child support
enforcement agencies, and legal information from across the
coilntry is available with a single click. This site is textoriented, and lacks the bells and whistles of some of the
other sites, but it's packed with provocative facts, news, and
services for both women and men.

Parents Without Partners
URL: http://www.pare~ltswithoi~tpamlers.org
Maintained by: Parents Without Partnets
Last updated:
Reviewed: July 14,1998
This group is generally acknowledged to be the
granddaddy of support groups, mainly catering to divorced
men and women when it first began in the late 1950s.
Theirs is an attractive, simple site, set up for both browsers
that read tables and those that don't, and providing PWP
members with a restricted chat group. However, there is a
resource center open to all, as well as a directory of local
chapters and a search device to help anyone find a chapter
nearby. A listing of local and intenlational PWP events
helps make it easy for people to find out how they can get
involved.

Solo Parenting Alliance
URL: http://www.solo.org
Maintained by: .%lo Parenting Alliance
Established and last updated: 1997.
Date reviewed: July 17, 1998
The Seattle-based .%lo Parenting Alliance was established by and for single parents in 1990, and has moved
ahead to develop programs that address housing, coiunselulg, employment, and parenting skills, thereby hdfilling its
mission to "support and empower solo parent families."
They offer access to programs that teach people to be better
parents, and sponsor homesharing programs to create better

I
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Sole Mothers International
http://home.navisoft.corn/solemom/index.htm
Maintained by: .%le Mothers Internations1
Last update: October 7, 1998
Site reviewed: October 21,1998

Parentsplace
CJRL:http://wwwparentsplace.com
Maintauled by: Jackie and David
Last update: 1998
Site reviewed: July 18, 1998
Parentsplace.com, a prodigious source of general
parenting information, also hosts a number of varied sites
where single parents can get information as well as chat with
other single parents uld join bulletin-board discussions of
issues relevant to their daily lives, including.
***National Organization of Single Mothers:
http://www.parentsplace.com/genobject.c~/
readroom/nosm/
*"The Single Parent Resource:
http://w~~.pare~~t~place.com/genobject.cg/
readroom/spn/
(includes the archives of the monthly magazine)
*'*Single Mothers by Choice: http://
www.parentsplace.com/ge~~object.cgi/readroom/smc/

SITES BY INDIVIDUALS:

Single Parent Circle of Support
URL: http://members.tripod.com/-Countryfernme/
index.html
Maintained by: Circle of Support participants
Last updated: July 1998
Reviewed: July 16,1998

This site is very pleasant to visit, though slow to load,
because of its enjoyable graphics and music. The selection
of links for single moms and single dads is excellent, and a
separate category for legal information links is very well
done. For those brave enough to give love another shot,
there is even a bonus of m a t c h r n h g sites1 The personal
touch on this site includes pictures and home page links to
other single patents -encouraging strength in numbers.

Singk Parents World
W3.L htip://www.nucleus.com/-jlassali
Maintained by: Jill Lassaline
Last update: Updated weekly
Reviewed: July 17,1998
Jill is a single parent who's obviously done her homework.
' W t give up faith. We do survive and it all becomes
wrtharhile," she says. This is one of the best sites I found
for a listing of links where everyone can 6nd information
relevant to hidher situation. Jill's page has links to the
Single Fathers Lighthouse, Sole Mothers Resource, the
Single Dad's Index, P W , Single Mothers by Choice, and
much more, 'in addition to her own personal observations.

Singk Parent Resource Center
URL:singleparmtresources.com/
Mmintained by: Beverly Hamilton
Last updated: ongoing
Reviewed: July 18,1998 [update 10/7/98]

Beverly is a single parent from Texas who compiled this list
of nineteen links when she was searching for information
and support d u ~ her
g own unexpected divorce. The
amount of excellent information here is stunning, complete
with legal resources on every topic from collecting child
support through divorce, custody, and how to choose a
lawyer. There are lists of sites offering support to single
moms, and others for single dads, organizations and
publications to help single parents, and religious sources of
all persuasions for those seeking outside guidance when
times get tough.
One of the best parts of this site is the ability to hook
up with other single parents by way of a Ring of Single
Parent Websites; once entered, the browser can move on to
other single parents' sites and share joys and concerns.

SinPar Cafe
URL: http://www.cd.com/-seajay/sinpar.html
Maintained by: Clint Johnson, aka SeaJay
Last Updated: June 1998
Reviewed:July 22,1998
Just for fun, there's the SinPar Cafe, "an imaginary
place in cyberspace for the single parent to have h e r ,
coffee, conversation or just relax and listen in." It's the Web
version of the old "Calgon, take me awayl" The SinPar Cafe
has been around since the early days of the Internet. First
existing as a topic on the Prodigy service, then spreading
into a discussion list, this website and a related newsgroup
(alt.support.singleparents), according to Webmaster Clint
Johnson, are the oldest single-parent group on the 'Net. The
graphics are other-worldly, and there are opportunities to
stay in contact by emad and in a chat area (which is a little
awkward, since it's not java-capable, but it's cute).

[ B hW&n ti an atcony pracllangptimanan&
in theficu of
finn3 kaw sinn 1986. She ha led ~etltfaldwm ncoqy m r h h o p ~
andpnbh3hed a column on issnes of n l e m n to single panno in
1996-1997,in Single Parenting in the Nineties.]
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AFRICAN AMERICAN WOMEN ONLINE by Gina
McCauley provides a space for Black women's "positive
images, team work, eiltrepreneur spirit, care uld concern for
the family, community, relationships," and ways to connect.
Web address: http://www.sat.net/-semgem/index.htm

extensive list of links on gender, mother on queer theory,
arld a p o d introduction to theorist Judith Butler's work.
Address: http://www.leeds.ac.uk/ics/ct-res.htm
The EDITH WHARTON SOCIETY web page
"promote[s] the study and discussion of the life and work of
this major American novelist uld short story writer." There
are calls for papers, a current bibliography, a membership
directory, syllabus exchange, links to online versions of
some of Wharton's works, m d more. Web address: http://
www.gonzaga.edu/faculty/campbell/whamn/index.html

AFRICANA WOMEN'S STUDIES is "the only degree
grulting women's studies program located in an historically
black college in the United States md...the only Africana
women's studies program in the world." The program, at
The E L E C T R O N I CJOURNAL OFW U W S E X U Clark Atlanta University, Atlanta, Georgia, describes on its
AWTYwas birthed in August and has been growing since,
website the history of the program, its curricdiun and
with a number of articles of interest to feminists (includmg a
requirements, and the courses offered. Temporary home for
study of former Catholic nuns, a look at condom use by
the website is: http://royaJrandolph.home.rnindsp~g.com/
women collegiates, and student perceptions of consent for
aws/
sexual intercourse) contributed over the past four to five
months. Website: http://www.ejhs.org/
AGEINFO, from the London-based Centre for Policy on
Ageing, is a searchable database of more thul 30,000
The AFL-CIO's EQUAL PAY website dramatically
articles, books, m d repom in the Centre's Social Gerontoldemonstrates the effects of women's receiving only 74 cents
ogy collection. Plenty of usefid illformation on older women
for every dollar earned by a man. You cat1 fill in your own
is likely available in the collection's database. Web address:
salary and age group and have your loss (often in excess of
http://www.cpa.org.uk/ageii1fo/ageinfo2.html
$500,000 over a lifetime) figured. There are suggestions for
what
you c a ~do,
l other information about equal pay, and
AMATRIX is intended "to make you question current
charts of the pay gaps by occupation and state. Find the site
standards, traditions and values m d think of new solutions
at: http://www.aflcio.org/women/equalpay.htm
to difficult problems," according to website founder Donna
Frank. The author takes readers through a new non-paternal
The FEMINIST ARCHIVE, located in Bristol, England,
naming system for children, a "reclaiming our womanhood"
offers a website with basic access information, an online
essay, and a number of stories m d perspectives. Web
copy of its latest newsletter, and "action page" for you to
address: http://www.amatrix.org/
offer donation ofmaterial o r request materials, and lulks to
other women's archives, libraries, or programs. Website
BLACKGIRL INTERNATIONAL is "intended to give
address: http://www.femarch.mcmail.com/
black women the oppommity to see wodd wide web pages
devoted to, written about, and written by us." Links are
GAMEGIRLZwebsite offers a fount of information on
grouped under headings such as: art, business, entertaingames both brief previews and reviews), plus downloadable
ment, health, literature, organizations, travel, and more.
games, profiles of women in programming and game
Address: http://www.blackgid.org/
development, features on such topics as gender in online
gaming,
the top ten games played by females, m d how
CHILD CARE CHALLENGES is a 1998 state-by-state
seriously we take games, plus interviews and several discusreport on the cost, supply, and affordability of child care
sion forums. Web address: http://www.gamegidz.com/
throughout the U.S. In pdf format only, the summary
comes from the Children's Defense Fund. Website address:
G E N D E R AND EDUGQ TION, the Carfax journal from
http://www.childre~~sdefense.org/childcare/challenges/
the Ill< is now available online for no additional charge to
David Gauntlett's COMMUNICATIONS THEORY/
GENDER/IDENTITY RESOURCES page includes an
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subscribers to the 1998 issues. For more information on
how to download the online version, check the Carfax web
page at: http://www.carfax.co.uk/cfxnews.htm

GENDER ISSUES I N FILM is the title of a web page
from the Media Studies Working Group at Ryerson Polytechnic University, Toronto. An extensive alphabetized
listing of sources includes both book and journal citations,
mainly from the 1990s but some earlier. Address: http://
www.ryerson.ca/mgroup/6lmsex.html
The GENDER PERSPECTIVES working section of the
victual conference 'The Right to Communicate and the
Communication of Rights" held May 11 -June 26,1998
offers eleven discussion papers plus a plenary discussion
online on such topics as "Women, Power, Communication:
Contexts" and "Gender, Ethnicity and Communication."
Check the website at: http://comrnposite.uqarn.ca/videaz/
wglgende ren.html

THE GIRL CHILD home page is p a a of UNICEF's
program of encouraging the healthy development of young
g i l . The Voices of Youth online discussion forum may be
reached via this page, and there are action suggestions, too.
Web address: http://www.unicef.org/voy/meeting/gir/
pidmme.html

-

Denim Ostoss
*ST OF
ORGANIWTIONS is a huge, oneperson (thus far) undertaking,
available alphabetically by country in text format o n h e .
This "Canadian-bom writer and fem~list,who emigrated to
The Nethedands in May 1997" seeks funding and assistance
in continuha to build the directoq. Website: h a : / /
wwar.euroneinl/-fuhoon/wo~st/~~mlist.h-tml

GRRLC;QMERis filled with information on the games
women play online, from game reviews and cheats to
hardware re6ews and pointers to an online fonun. There
seems to be little activity at the moment, but archived
material is available. Address: http://www.grrlgamer.com/
gamegd.htm

HEALTHSQUARE is an online health information
resource for women. There are searchable guides to drugs,
diseases and disorders, and featured topics such as i n f e d ity, AIDS and HTV,allergies, and iirological problems.
Website: http://www.healthsquare.com/

H U T S OF T N E NA TIONS: ABORIGINAL
WOMEN5 VOICES I N T N E STUDIO 1997is actually
the title of an unusual CD put together when representatives
of a number of native cultures and traditions each contributed a song to the collection. The website offers background on the project, brief biographies of the singers, and
cuts from the CD. Web address: http://www.schoolnet.ca/
aboriginal/cd-heart/index-e.html

INSTITUTE FOR WOMEN I N TRADES, TECHNOLOGY AND SCIENCE website carries a host of
information on school-to-work and gender equity issues,
law enforcement recruitment, even free clipaa on women in
nontraditional careers. Website address: http://
www.serve.com/iwitts/index.htm
The INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
WOMEN PHILOSOPHERS website, d e std partly
under construction, features an extensive program outline
for the Association's 8" international forum, which took
place in August at Boston University. Abstracts or full texts
of many sections should eventually be added. Address:

http://www.iaph.org/index.html
JAMA WOMEN'S HEALTH INFORMATION
CENTER is the online presence of the JomaIoftbe
~ m n i c a n~ c d i c a l h a a b o n ' health
s
site for women, with
ongoing subsections on senially transmitted diseases
(STDs) and contraception, top health news stories and
reports from professional journals, and abstracts of many
other articles. Website: http://www.ama-assn.org/special/
womh/womh.htm

LOLAPRESS has a Web presence which includes the
contents and several online articles (in both Spanish and
Engl~sh)from its most recent issue. This international
feminist magazine has offices in Uniguay, Germany, and
South Africa. Address: http://www.chasque.apc.org/lola/
The MINNESOTA INDIAN WOMEN'S RESOURCE
CENTER web page offers information about its extensive
programs plus links to a variety of other websites of interest
to Native women, on such topics as health, Alaska women,
aboriginal women with disabilities, Native American women
playwrights, and more. Web address: http://w.nnic.com/
miwrc.html

SCARY WOMEN I N POPULAR CULTURE, from the
UCLA Film and Television Archive, is based on a UCLA
symposium in 1994. There are a niunber of sound clips,
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papers (on topics such as aging women in low-budget
horror films, monstrous little girls, and Lizzie Borden), plus
links to sites with related information. Web address: http://
www.cinema.i~cla.edu/women/title.html

SISTAHSPACE opens with 'Zittany to Survival" by
Audre Lorde, and proceeds to offer a chatroom, a Kwanza
information center, articles on such topics as womanism
and female genital mutilation, "sistory" about Black women
artists and activists, a "jambalaya" of links to other sites,
and more. Address: http://www.sistahspace.com/
The SUFFRAGISTS ORAL HISTORY PROJECT
offers h~ll-lengthoral history interviews conducted in the
early 1970s with seven major figures in the movement plus
five "rank-and-file" suffragist workers, all born between the
1860s and the 1890s. Some photos are includes. Website:

http://librq.berkeley.edu/BANC/ROHO/ohoilline/
suffragists.htm1

TELEMENTORING YOUNG WOMEN IN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING is a National Science
Foundation project to "build online communities of support
among female high school students, prohssional women in
technical fields, parents, m d teachers." Web address: http:/
/www.edc.org/CCT/telementoring/

I
I

THEoRY.0RG.UK is a one-person website that has
developed into a popidar destination for inlbrmation on role
models, gender, identity, media effects, Foucault, Judith
Butler, queer theory, and more. Many book reviews are also
part of the site. Address: http://www.leeds.ac.uk/ics/
theory/index.htm
A VISUAL JOURNEY: PHOTOGRAPHS BY LISA
LAW 1965 - 1971 is a new online exhibit from the
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Smithsonian Instihition's National Museum of American
History, featuringphotos taken during the late 1960s and
early 1970s. The images "provide glunpses into the folk and
rock music scenes, California's blossoming counterculture,
and the family-centered and spiritual world of commune life
in New Mexico." Website: http://www.si.edu/organiza/
mi~seiims/iunah/ve/lisalaw/index.htm
The WITCHES WEB includes an extensive listing of links
to other witch/pagm sites, a "witches forum" lbr personal
sketches, reading lists, and more. Site address: http://
www.witchesweb.com/home.html

WOMEN IN POLITICS, a web page put together by a
class of library school students at the University of Maryland, College Park, breaks its substantial information into
the areas of Women as Politicians (Executive, Legislative,
First Ladies, Cabinet members, and more), History (icluding the suffrage movement, Civil War women, current
issues) and Electing women to Political Office. Web
address: http://www.~ue.umd.edu/-cliswp/
WOMEN I N POLITICS: BEYOND NUMBERS, from
the Inten~ationalInstitute for Democracy and Electoral
Assistance (IDEA), offers information on women and their
role in projects of sustainable democracy around the world,
obstacles to women's political participation, and the impact
of women on international politics. Web address: http://
www.idea.int/women/
WOMEN JOURNEYS: AN EMPOWERMENT
PLACE is the creation ofRochelle Jourdan, who offers a
chat room as well as composites of information on comput-

ing, crimes, living, self, society, kids, health, and much
more. There's a poetry section and an interesting collection
of quotations. The address: http://womenjourneys.com/
WOMEN'S m X N A NAONAL N E W O R K
NEWSnow has a Web space that includes a general
description, subscription information, and notes on other
publications by editor Ftan P. Hosken. Web address: http:/
/www.cinerna.ucla.edu/women/title.html

WOMEN'S SPIRITUALITY BOOK LIST carries brief
blurbs (and often reviews) and publishing information on a
number of books on the topic. The list may be sorted by
author, title, or by one of the subtopics suggested. Website:
http://www.newvision-psychic.com/bookshelf/
womenspirit2html
The WOMEN'S SPIRITUALITY RING "welcomes
women of Jewish, Earth Religions or Pagan, Christian,
Moslem, Bahai backgrounds" and others, offering information and recommended links on each religion. Women with
Web pages are invited to join the ring. Address: http://
www.geocities.com/Athens/l501/wmspring.html

WOMEN'S STUDIES SITES I N EUROPE AND
T H E WORLD is a Web project of the Centre of Women's
Snidies in Antwerp, Belgium. Links to sites ranging from
GRACE to NIKK (Nordic sa~dies)to FrauenSa~di~un
(Germarl) and marly more are in no particular order but
offer a good variety of women's saidies home bases.
Website: http://women-www.uua.ac.be/women/
woddsites.htm1
WOMENCONNECT POLITICS DAILY offers regular
news headlines and brief pieces under such topics as
National Agenda, In the States, Outside the Beltway,
Newsmakers, and Media Monitor. Web address: http://
www.wome~~connect.com/politicsdaily
The WORK-FAMILY RESEARCHERS ELECTRONIC NETWORK may be of interest to those dealing
with work/family issues. There is a 2,000-item bibliographic
database, a research newsletter, grantee information from
sponsor Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, plus several online
discussion groups. Web address: http://www.bc.edu/
bc~org/avp/csom/cwf/~~etwork.html

WYBERNETZ titles itself "the European Meeting Point
for Women on the Web," offering a directory of women
entrepreneurs by field, a job pool (not current due to the
site's recent offline time), links to resource pages in German, English, French, Italian, a l d Dutch, plus some
personal web pages. Site address: http://www.webpublishi~~g.com/WyberNetz/hello.htm

A FEMINIST ARCHEOLOGISTS' FORUM has been
launched for email discussion. Send the message s#bsmmbe
UNI-KOELN.DE
F e m A r ~ ~ ~ ntor MAJORDOMO@RRZ.
m

GENDER AND NATIONS/NATIONALISMS is a
new scholarly discussion list that will center on the modem
period in Europe. For information, send email to fngl@zrz.tu-berlin.de
HIST-SEX offers a moderated email discussion for
historians of sexuality, including such topics as premarital
courtship, adultery, same-sex relations, masturbation,
prostitution, sexually transmitted diseases, and sex education. To subscribe, visit the following website: h p : / /
homepages.primex.co.uk/-lesleyah or send email to Lesley
Hall at: lesleyah@primex.co.i~k
A list on the topic INSTITUTIONAL MECHANISMS/
NATIONAL MACHINERIES FOR T H E ADVANCEMENT OF WOMEN will be run for a limited
time (Feb.8 to March 19) BY WomenWatch, the UN's
Internet service for women, to "review progress in irnplementing the Beijing Platform for Action." To subscribe,
leave the Subject line blank, then in the body type: sabsnibe
MY-natmachand send to: MAJORDOMO@,SA.DE.
SDNP.UNDP.ORG\

QUAKE WOMEN'S MAILING LIST is just one
example of a discussion list for electronic game fans, in ths
case for the game Quake. To subscribe, send the message
subsmmbeqwyour emad addnss to
MAJORDOMO@,EVCOM.NET
WISE-L, the European women's studies list, has a new
feature by which viewers can browse archived posting to
the list. The search page is www.lis~erv.fiinet.6/archives/
wise-l.htm1 and the listing can be arranged in multiple ways,
by topic, author, or date, for example.

0
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Shaaron Cosner and Victoria Cosner,
WOMEN UNDER TWE TWIRD
REICH: A BIOGIL4PHIG4L
DICTIONARK Westport, CT:
Greenwood Press, 1998. 203p. bibl.
index. $55.00, ISBN 0-313-30315-0.
Cosner (independent scholar and
high school teacher) and Cosiler
(graduate student specializing in
material culture and mourning practices) wanted to demonstrate that
women living under the Nazis participated in all aspects of the war, in their
words "on both sides of the Nazi
flag." I wish they had worded that
distinction differently, using instead
Nazis/Nazi sympathizers on the one
hand and victims/resistance fighters/
supporters of the Allies on the other.
The phrase %oth sides of the Nazi
flag" seems more appropriate to
conflicts such as the American Civil
War, rather than a war that included
genocide. It is also symbolic of what
makes me uncomfortable about the
book. Many of the one hundred people
included were Jewish women from
across Nazi-held Europe who performed heroic feats in the ghettos,
death camps, and among
- the Partisans.
Yet their harrowing stories are intermingled alphabetically with the likes of
Nazi camp guard Hermine
Braunsteiner and the wives of
Goebbels and Goering. While the
actual entries clearly distinguish
between a Braunsteiner and a woman
like A h a Brewda (a Jewish physician
interned at Majdanek, Auschwitz,
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Birkenau, and other camps, who cared
for women ill with typhus and stole
drugs to treat her sick patients), the
fact that the entries follow one another
gives them more equivalency than I'm
sure was intended. This is one book
that definitely should have been subarranged in categories rather than
alphabetically. Given the subject
matter, the authors could have provided an access point in one of their
appeid.ices or the subject index for
"Jewish women," but they did not.
What Women Under the ThiniRn'ch
does offer are one- to three-page
biographies, some with photographs,
based on English-language books,
articles, obituaries, specialized encyclopedias, Holocaust memoirs, and biographical refereilce sources. This is an
impressive list of resources scanned,
and the detailed bibliographic statemints at the end of each entry d l lead
readers to such material for fimher
information. There is interesting
information about some American
jowmlists who covered the War,
several German actresses (besides
Marlene Dietrich), and eight women
soldiers. American readers may learn
for the first time about two American
women Lnprisoiled by the Nazis Wisconsinite Mildred Fish Harnack,
who was living in Germany during the
rise of Hider and was executed as a
member of an anti-Nazi resistance
organization, and Gemma La Guardia
Gluck, sister of New York mayor
Fiorello La Guardia, who had been
living in Hungary. She and her husband were arrested as Jews (plus Hider
was incensed at the mayor for predict-

ing the downfall of the Nazis).
Gemma, her daughter, and infant
granddaughter survived the War; her
husband and son-in-law did not. Allin-all, a flawed but useful book for
high school and undergraduate
students.

George a11d Anne Forty, W0ME.N
WARWEROLVES.London: Arms
and Armour Press, 1997. 190p. index.
$27.95, ISBN 1-85409-397-5.
Women War Hemines will appeal to
girls who have already devoured
biographies of Deborah Sarnpson and
Joan of Arc and who yearn for more
tales of daring women of a rmlitary
bent. They will enjoy the cockmess of
sixteenth-century Irish rebel and pirate
queen Grace 07Malley,nicknamed
"Grace of the Cropped Hair," and the
determination of Marie Botchkareva,
or 'Yashka," who was allowed to enlist
in the Russian Army in World War I
by special dispensation of the Tsar and
later raised an all-women's battalion
under her command to fight the
Germans. While Grace and Yashka
were able to fight without disguising
their gender, more typically women
had to don male garb and pretend to
be men to achieve their goals. Loretta
Velisquez, for example, desperately
wanted to serve the Confederate cause
as her husband did. Before he was long
gone to war, she had joined up as well,
calling herself 'Wany Burford." Not
done with her gender bending Loretta

snuck into Washington dressed as a
woman, picking up war information,
which she divulged to her Confederate
superior upon her return to Southern
forces, hoping for a commendation.
The Fortys display no interest in
the women's sexual identities, simply
stating the facts of the lives to the
extent history has recorded them.
Velbquez, for example, seems quite
definitely heterosexual. She mamed
four times, after each of her unfortunate soldierhusbands died in battle
and was quickly supplanted. Catalina
de Erauso of Spain offers another
model. Raised in a convent, she ran
away at fifteen, in 1607, just before
taking her vows, and pursued a life of
piracy, banditry, army service, and
frequent personal altercations, largely
in South America. At one point,
according to the Fortys, she and a
fellow soldier had a duel over a girl. A
few years later she "sought refi~gewith
a umman" and only escaped being
killed by the woman's jealous husbald
by proving to him that she was in fact
a female (p.102). Her obvious attraction to women goes urnremarked and
readers are left to their own speculations.
Several of the women are portrayed in glossy black-and-white
illustrations as well as on the attractive
colored jacket. The forty women war
heroines selected come from throughout Europe and America, but rather
than arrange the book by country or
time period, the Fortys chose thematic
rubrics such as "visionaries," "women
at sea," and "eternal tomboys" (a
tomboy to them is a "high-spirited,
romping girl who behaves like a boy"
[p.101]) as their organizi~lgprinciple.
That works fine, but the subject index

should have included all the countries
of origin, which it doesn't. No
sources are listed for any of the
content, including direct quotations,
nor is there a bibliography, factors
that limit the usefirlness of the book
to school-age researchers and a very
general adult readership.
One last thought - could not at
least one rabble-rousing peace
advocate like Jeannette Rankin have
qualified for ulclusion? It would have
made for a richer consideration of
"militancy."

columned one- to two-page sketches.
.%nneborn1s double-colurmled entries
range from a page for Arlinda Lockler,
a contemporary Lumbee lawyer, to
four pages each for Cherokee leader
Wilma Mankiller and Pocahontas.
Often there's a photograph as well.
Although references for further
reading at the end of each profile
faithfidly list entries for the biographees in Nozabh Natitc Amencam,
edited by Sharon J. Malinowski (Gale
Research, 1995), they do not identify
those described in Batdle.
After the biographies, there's a
short bibliography of recommended
Liz .%~u~eborn,A TO Z OFNAsources on Native American women's
T r n r n M C 4 N WOMEN
shldies, followed by four indexes:
New York: Facts on File, 1998.228~. activity, tribe, year of birth, and general
bibl. indexes. $27.95, ISBN 0-8160subjects. Activities/endeavors point to
3580-6.
many activists, educators, poets, and
short story writers, but also some
From Pomo basketmaker Elsie
printmakers, peacemakers, and even
Allen and L a p l a Pueblo writer Paula one nun.
Gunn Allen through Tohono
A zo Z ofNatitc American Women
(Yodham lillglist Ofelia Zepeda and
will serve the needs of students from
Lakota Sioux survivor of Wounded
middle school through college, and
Knee Zultkala Nuni, more than one
anyone interested in leanllllg more
hundred Native Americm women are about notable women from tribal
portrayed UIlively sketches put
nations across North America.
together by American Indian ShldieS
freelancer .%~u~ebom.Collections
holding Ndtc American Women: A
WEBSlER'S DfCYTONMY OF
BiogrqbInicaf Didonaiy, edited by
AMEMC4N WOMEN New Yo&:
Gretchen M. Bataille (Garland, 1993)
Smithmark Division of US Media
m d covering many more women, will
Holdings, Inc., in cooperation with the
find much overlap, but will want to
Editors of Merriam-Webster, Inc.,
acquire h s new biographical gem,
1996.696~.index. $12.95, ISBN Otoo. There are still few works survey7651-9793-6.
ing Native American women, and
every new acquisition helps expand on
.%mehow this one slipped below
their contributions to American life.
my reference radar screen, surfacing
Even for those women covered in
only when I browsed the Fall 1998
Rataille, .%~u~ebomoffers additional
Women's History Catalog of the
and updated informati011and referNational Women's History Project (a
ences in her entries, which are
wonderfid resource in its own right).
generally longer than Bataille's singleWebs~er'sDidonay ofAmerican Women is
an inexpensive one-volume biographical dictionary suitable for schools,
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public libraries, and home collections.
There are eleven hundred notables
included, both historical and contemporary. Each has an approximately
four-hundred-word entry, and about
one-tenth rate a small black-and-white
photograph as well. The sketches
provide date m d place of birth, salient
facts about the woman's childhood,
her career and accomplishments, and
some discussion of her significance.
Mamage/family u~formationis given
"only when a change of name occurred, when a sigtuficant impact on
her career resulted, o r when a marriage
partner or child became a notable
figure UIhis or her own right" @.vii).
The copyright statement credits
LiktgyS Women, 1980, as the basis for
the entries, revised and expanded for
the 1996 edition. The original publication was under the editorship of
Robert McHenry (according to our
library's catalog record for LibeqS
Women), but neither he nor anyone else
receives any editorial or authorial credit
this time.
Webszer's Dicronary ofAmerican
Women tries to give balanced views.
For example, the Hillary Rodham
Clinton entry reads in part:
Hillary Clinton was the
only First Lady to have her
own successfill career prior to
moving to the White House.
Throughout Bill Clinton's
presidency, she was a controversial figure: loved by some
as a role model for modem
women, criticized by others
for her independent - some
woidd say, "iudadylike" nature. There is no question,
however, that she forced the
nation to re-examhe the role
of women in society m d
politics, as well as the national
expectations of the First Lady.

I

Similarly, on Donna Shalala:
At Madison [as Chancellor of the University of
Wisconsin-Madison] among
her other achievements, she
set out to soothe racial
tensions, instihlting the
"Madison Plm" to create a
more ethnically diverse
university in both curricdum
and population. In her
position ... she earned both
praise for her liberal politics,
self-assurance, and ability to
get things done, and criticism
for what some called her
tendency to play both sides of
the fence.
Examining the index, one tinds a
pretty good mix of endeavors represented, although as in most general
reference works of this type, actors are
rather overrepresented (ninety-four),
while jurists (five), philosophers
(three), and political scientists (five)
could stand a few additions. By far the
largest category is authors, a catch-all
term for essayists and fiction writers
alike. Endeavor/career is the only
index offered, which hampers the
usefi~lnessfor readers seeking famous
women of their state, ethnicity, or a
particular period in American history.
Curiously, "Native Americans" is the
only ethnic term in the index.
Despite the lack of a geographic
index, the fates were with me as I
browsed the Dicriolla~,and many
Wisconsin-born women leaped out
from the pages, including journalist
Winifred Sweet Black (l~.
Chilton), who
"scored a number of exposis, scoops,
and circi11atio11-buildingpublicity
sh~nts"delightfidly described in her
entry, and Madisonims Vinnie Ream
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(sculptor of a stahle of Abraham
Lincoln in the U.S. Capitol) and Eliza
Ruhamah Scidrnore (travel writer and
photographer). These entries and
others will be entertaining as well as
informative to readers. Since no
sources are provided for the information, either as references or in a general
bibliography for the book as a whole,
academic users d l need to supplement the Didonay with other re-

Linda Eisenmam, ed., HISTORIG4L DICTIONARY OF
WOMEN'S EDUCA TION IN
THE UNITEDSTATES. Westport,
CT: Greenwood, 1998. 552p. bibl.
indexes. $95.00, ISBN 0-313-29323-6.
In 1994, Greenwood published a
biobibliographical sourcebook, Women
E d u m ~in
~ tbt
r ~ Unded S m s , 1820-1993,
edited by Maxine Schwartz Seller,
which protiled sixty-three American
women educators in some depth. This
new encyclopedic work on American
women's educational history, while
including biographical entries, concentrates instead on issues, events, and
themes. The reader encounters many
of these topics first in the Introduction, which surveys the history era-byera from Colonial times through the
present. Easy-to-identify entry topics
appear in boldface throughout the text.
Another nod to chronology is a timeline appendix.
Eisenmann poults out that the
narrative of women's education is
generally progressive, yet replete with
recurring battles for support of

women's institutions, access, uld
equity. This has been a twopronged
fight. The notion of "separate spheres"
for men and women contributed to the
creation of separate seminaries, teacher
training institutions, and women's
colleges. The Litchfield Female
Academy, Emma Willard's Troy
Female Seminary, and all the "Seven
Sister" colleges each receive entries.
Yet the belief that women deserve the
same educational oppomulities and in
the same institutions as men has also
had adherents throughout much of the
time period. Obedin College, for
example, opened its doors fiilly to
women in 1837, and the entry on
"coeducation" describes mixed
schooling that existed for boys and
gids even eadier.
Another hallmark of the education
of women is that it often goes on UI
ulbrmal settings such as advocacy
organizations and social clubs. Therefore, the Dicnonag includes entries for
the National Congress of Mothers
(brenmner of the Parent-Teacher
Association), the General Federation
of Women's Clubs, and suffrage and
abolition groups. Although the
Didonag recognizes the role of "prescriptive literahlre" - advice books,
pamphlets, uld articles aimed at
instructing women in proper behavior
- I wodd have liked to see fider
treatment of the role played by traditio~lalwomen's magazines in
educating women.
The editor was intent on including
information on the educational history
of ALL American women, not just
'privileged white women. As stated in
her Preface, this is easier to achieve for
African American women than for
other women of color because they

have received more historical attention.
Thus there are entries for "Africul
American sororities;" 'Ttoward
University," ''National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People,"
and "race uplift," while "Asian
American women's education" and
"Hispanic American women's education" are made to suffice for those
groups. The education of Native
American women is addressed in
entries for "Bureau of Indan Affairs,"
"Field Matron Program" (a project of
the BIA and its predecessor to train
reservation women in Euro-American
homemaking skills), the "Carlisle
Indian School," and passing references
elsewhere. ,%me day one hopes sufficient research will exist to permit
integration of information on the different experiences of these groups in
the mainstream topics.
Some entries are hard to h ~ d
iudess the reader is quite familiar with
the field. For example, before I located
"prescriptive literature," I looked for
index entries for "advice books,"
t t magazines," "women's magazines,"
"medical advice," "docto rs...," "physicians...," %ehavior," "etiquette" - all
to no avail. It was only by reading the
entry for GodCy'sw'sBook that I saw
the term "prescriptive literahlre," and
knew that's where the subject would be
discussed. I also searched the index for
Extension Services, which were (aid
still are) important mechanisms for
educating homemakers. I found
nothing ul the index under "extension," "cooperative extension," or,
iulfommately, "Kathryn Clarenbach,"
a leader in developing courses for
women (precursors to women's
shldies) UI the 1960s through the
Extension Division of the University
of Wisconsin. I later stumbled on the
relevant entry, called "home extension

education."
The 245 entries were written by
more than 100 historians, educatots,
and a smattering of contributors in
other disciplines. Editor Eisenmann is
herself an authority on the history of
women in higher education and wrote
many of the entries in that area.
Entries vary in length from one to
three pages. Terms are defined and
their significance to women's education clarified. Each concludes with a
short bibliography of relevant books,
articles, and an occasional dissertation.

Robert Mitchell, et al., TWE YOUNC
WONAN'S GUIDE TO TWE TOP
COLLEGES: DWXT YOU NEED
TOmOwToMAlYFTWE
BEST CHOICE.New York: John
Wiley, 1998. 422p. $19.95, ISBN 047118232-X.
Prospective women college shidents and their parents have questions
that are not routinely addressed by
Fiske 3, L o q o y !r, Pefirson's,and other
guides to choosing a college. What
security measures are taken to protect
women on campus? Might there be any
scholatships reserved for women applicants? What percentage do women
comprise of the shident body? Of the
faculty? W111a woman student of color
find a comfortable number there like
her? The Young Woman'sGm'dc to the Top
CoIleges is the first publication for
college-bound women that provides
answers to such questions -and more
- for the two hundred schools included.
Of particular interest to women's
shidies programs interested in recnuting shidents will be inclusion of the
availability of a women's Studies major
or minor ul the factual section for each
school. This information was not
solicited for any other field of study.

Furthermore, in the narrative essays
about the schools, students interviewed
discuss their women's studies programs, generally in si~perlativesand
often singling out particular professors
or courses. Jyl Lynn Felman's 'Women
in Culture and .Society" course at
Brandeis is apparently life-changing:
"Every student that has taken the
course has said it changed her life in
one way or another" (p.175). says the
interviewee. At Arizona State a student
mentions two "outstandit~ginstn~ctors": Kathleen Ferraro and Tonia
Israel. 'They don't talk down to you,
they bring class lectures into interesting
perspectives, m d they understand the
divisions behind gender, race, and
class" (pp. 23-24)." "'Women's Bodies
in Health m d Disease' [course] shoidd
be a requirement for every student of
the i~niversity"in the opinion of a
University of Wisconsin-Madison
student. "It gives many women a
positive feeling of empowerment
through the knowledge they g i n about
their own bodies." A common
disappointment of IIW-Madison
students is also articulated - dcmand
far exceeds si~pplyof slots at registration, and upper levcl courses are often
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filled entirely by women's studies
majors and minors. A Williams
College student states that the
College's women's studies program is
"not very extensive . . . but the
teachers in the program are quite good
. . . most of the men here don't see the
need for an entire class on women's
studies, though they usually respect the
issues" (p.201).
The essays also offer information
about campus women's centers,
organizations, and social life. Drew
Llniversity in Madison, New Jersey,
offers theme-based living arrangements, including a Womyn's Concern
House. Davidson College in North
Carolina, formerly all male, has no
campi~swomen's center, but a
Women's Issues Committee raises
awareness of members about women's
concerns on campus. .Sorority-inclined
prospective students will find none at
Davidson, but they might like one of
three women's eating clubs that fillfill
some of the fiunctions of sororities.
Iowa State University has an active
chapter of the .Society of Women
Et~gineers."Our meetings range UI
topic from dual-career families, money
management, and pizza and bowling
parties, to outreach programs to area
grade schools," reports a member
(p.137).
Campus life for lesbians and
bisexual women receives some
attention, too. ''People exploring their
sexuality are so comfortable at Smith
that het&osexual women become
lesbians just for a semester," reveals a
Smith student @.191), while at
Southern Methodist University
students tend to reflect the Dallas
area's conservative attitudes towards
gays and lesbians. Even there, a gay
and lesbian organization "has done
much to make many feel more
comfortable about their sexuality," says

the informant (p.374).
Some drawbacks to The Young
Womun's Guide: There is no attempt to
compare schools to each other on my
of the dimensions discussed in the
essays. If a student in Indiana says 'We
have a relatively safe campus" (p.133)
and one in D.C. says "I have often
walked across campus by myself in the
middle of the night, and I have never
felt scared" @.83), how could anyone
assess the safety situation, comparatively speaking? The reliance on
student i~lformantsis certainly what
prospective students are receptive to,
but how representative are the opinions expressed? Readers remain in the
dark as to how informants were
selected and how many were interviewed. Nevertheless, The Guide d l be
quite usefid to young women. It lets
them know how some students feel
about their campuses and clues them
in to what they should be asking and
ol~servingwhen they visit campuses.

Judith Harlan, FEMINISM:A
REFERENCE HANDBOOK
Santa Barbara, CA: ABC-CLIO, 1998.
308p. index. (Contemporary wodd
issues) $39.50, ISBN 0-87436-894-4.
ABC-CLI (1's "Contempo rary
World Issues" series c o t ~ t i ~ ~its
ues
engagement with matters of interest to
women, following Sexual Harassment,
by L p n e Eisag~irre(1993, 1997,
A b o h n , by Marie Costa (1991, 1996),
Domestic Viofenc.e,by Margi Laird
by Mary
McCue (1995), W e y m &/om,
Ellen Hombs (1996), and most
recently, Women in the Third World, by
Karen L. Kinnear (1997). Feminism is
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the fist in the series to require
significant grappling with theory, and
Hadan does a p o d job of doing so
within the constraints of the structural
formula for the series (introduction/
history, chronology, biographies of
significant figures associated with the
movernent/issue, facts, concepts,
resources). She covers the basics of the
distinctions among the various streams
within feminist thought, particularly
between liberal/equality and cultural/
difference viewpoints. Perhaps because
of the intended audience (high school
and early college), she felt the need to
offer a resolution for these differences,
so adds a statement that not all will
agree with: "Feminists today search for
andinstead of either/or"(p.14). Harlan
is cognizant throughout of both
multicultural and global dimensio~lsof
American feminism.
Her chronology begins in 1920
with the ratification of the Nineteenth
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
granting suffrage to women, ushering
in a decade that saw the birth of both
the League of Women Voters a11d the
Miss America Pageant. The latter
became the target of one of the most
well-known protests in feminist history
in 1968, and Harlan is to be commended for accurately describing the
infamous bra-burning incident as an
event staged by a journalist. Likewise,
she scores points for providing a more
nuanced view than is typically offered
of the way "sex" joined race, religion,
and national origin UITitle VII of the
1964 Civil Rights Act. One fact new to
me from the chronology section: According to Harlan, the term "sexual
harassment" was coined in 1974 by an
attorney for a ConleU University employee filing a discrimination claim
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with the Equal Oppomulity Commission. I have no reason to doubt this,
although fist usage instances are
notoriously hard to prove conclusively,
and I wish she had provided her
source.
Among the biographical sketches
are my personal favorite, Bella Abzug,
the founding mothers of the modem
women's movement, activists Patricia
I reland and Congresswoman Pat
Schroeder, Hillary Rodham Clinton,
Third Wave representative Naomi
Wolf, and "thorn in the side of feminism" (p.65) Camille Paglia. The
"facts" chapters cover the history of
the Equal Rights Amendment, lesbian
rights, the women's health movement
and reproductive freedom, violence
against women, affirmative action,
educational gains for women, a variety
of work-related issues, and women in
politics.

Harlan is cognizant throughout
of both multicultural and global
dimensions of American feminism.

The resource section offers a
directory of principal American activist
women's organizations and Political
Action Committees, an annotated bibliography of major books, magazines,
websites, documentaries, and feah~re
films, and a glossary of feminist terms.
Librarians in high schools and public
libraries could use the video section as
an acquisition tool (though Harlan
might have included One Woman, One
VOB,avadable from the Public Broadcasting Service) and the books section
to review and fill in their holdings.
Harlan's work is a usefill introduction to the American feminist movement.

Cynthia B. Costello, Shari Miles, and
Anne J. Stone, eds., THEAMEMC4N WOMAN199P2000:A
CENTURY OF C . E
W F U P S N E X T ? New York:
Norton, 1998.448~.index. pap.,
$15.95, ISBN 0-393-31862-1.

-

* I love being able to defy subject
heading conventions, and this latest
biennial almanac from the Women's
Research and Education Institute gives
me an excellent opportu~utyto do so.
It definitely reviews the past - the
gains and setbacks for women in the
century now approaching completion in a survey chapter by historian Sara
Evms and in essays looking specifically
at the dramatic changes in the legal
status of women over the course of the
twentieth cenhlry and at the experiences of African American and
Hispanic women. Putting a personal
face on these developments, Juanita M.
Kreps discusses her career as an
economist, begbuung in the 1950s as
the first female sh~dentin her graduate
program and including her appointment as U.S. Secretary of Commerce
(under Jimmy Carter), again the first
female in the position. A novel choice
for continuing the p e r s o d reflections
into the subseqiient generation is
Juanita's daughter, Sarah, a "babyboomer daughter
of a feminist before
the word came into wide usage" @.41),
now a freelance writer. Although she
describes the differences between the
childbearing, marriage, and work
options available to most women in
her mother's generation and her own,
Sarah's essay focuses on what the
world will be like for her daughter,
now fifteen, when she is an adult. She
asks how the cohort saturated with
television and bombarded with popular
- .
culh~remessages arld at the same time
Feminist Collections (v.20,
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comfortable with technology will react
to transcendent global citizenship in
the twenty-first cellhlry.
Policy analyst Carol J. De Vita also
mentions these developments dong
with others in her chapter on "the road
ahead." She describes three demographic trends that will shape the
fi~hlrefor American women in the
twenty-first century: continued population growth, increasing racial and
ethnic diversity, and popillation aging.
The higher birth rates of t1.S.-born
Hispanic and Black women, combined
with that of immigrant
women, will
contribute to a rise in the non-white
percentage in the U.S. population. By
2030, De Vita estimates, two in five
American women will be from mhorities (today the number is one in four).
A society with a growing number of
elderly persons will affect women
tremendously since middle-aged
women rema& the predominant
caregivers for aging parents. Sixty
percent of addt women are now in the
labor force. How will they/we cope?
How will educated women with plenty
of work experience greet retirement
arid their/our own years as octogenarians and beyond?
If the past and future take up
approximately half the book, the
remainder provides an ample statistical
portrait of the present. Graphs and
charts detail the status of American
women in the areas of demographics,
education, health, employment,
eanings/benefits, economic security,
the military, and public life (elected and
appointed offices). The figures come
from governmental sources incli~ding
the Bureau of the Census, the Bureau
of Labor Statistics, the National Center
d r Education Statistics, the National
Center for Health Statistics, and the
Departments of Defense and Housing
and Urban Development. G~rrency

varies, depending on source, with most
inclu&lg figures for 1996 and a few
for 1997. The statistical section of
Americrn Woman 1999-2000is the first
source I show students with a statistical question on women in the United
States. Not only are the graphics easy
to understand, but each has a highlighted fact that interprets the significance. If students need more current
figures, we can readily look for
updated statistics in the govenlment
series credited as source for that
partici~larpiece of information.
Also in Americun Woman 19992000 are biographical sketches of
women in the 105th Congress (elected
in 1996), a list of the Congressional
Caucus for Women's Issues (as of
September 1997), and bibliographical
references for all the chapters ul the
book.
If you look for American Woman
1999-2000in a library, you won't find
it in a "past-present-fi~ture" section, or
in "history," "contemporary trends" or
other subjects tied to the content of
this volume. It will be shelved next to
the six prior volumes in the series,
which bega.n in 1987. The first three
covered a range of women's issues, but
the rest have had themes. No subject
headings will lead to thematic volumes
by topic. Be sure to remember them
when researching politics (the theme of
the follrth edition, 1992), health (fifth,
1994), and work issues (sixth, 1996).
The series is excellent and the seventh
volume is a worthy addition.
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Alison M. Jaggar and Iris Marion
Young, eds., A COMPANION T O
FEMINIST PHILOSOPH
Oxford, UK arid Malden, MA:
Blackwell Publishers, 1998. 703p. bibl.

index. (Blackwell companions to
philosophy) $84.95, ISBN 1-55786659-7.
This is an anthology with great
breadth, encompassing feminist
comments on all traditioilal branches
of Western philosophy from ancient
Greek throi~ghepistemology, ethics,
and theories of ji~stice,as well as a
section on philosophical categories in
China, Africa, and other non-Western
parts of the world. While I often tell
non-academics that a feminist critique
exists in all fields, it is still amazing to
see it in operation in as "pure" a
discipline as philosophy.
In their introduction, Jaggar and
Yoilng discuss the stages through
which feminist philosophical inquiry
has evolved since the eady 1970s. As
in other fields, the first goal was to
retrieve the names and work of women
philosophers throughoi~tthe ages.
Alongside came challenges to the
disparagements of women ul the
writings of the canoi~icalphdosophers,
including Aristotle, Kant, and Sartre.
Next came critiques of moral and
political theories that treat women as
"instnimental to the interests of men
or male-dominated institutions such as
the family or the state," and attention
to areas neglected by philosophy but of
special concern to women, such as
sexuality and domestic life. These
critiques also found a deeper, more
covert devali~ationof the feminine in
binary dichotomies that associated the
more highly valued term with the
masculine and less valued with the
feminine. Later feminist philosophers
interrogated the very concepts and
methods of Western philosophy and
found them wanting. Areas in moral

and political philosophy that received
early attention have spawned more
books and articles than have newly
emerging interests; in particular, subfields of feminist ethics are richly
represented. .%me of the chapters, like
"lesbian ethics," ?body politics," and
'language and power," have no counterparts in philosophical discourse
prior to the advent of feminist studies.
There are fifty-eight essays
arranged in ten sections (the Western
Canonical Tradition, Africa/Asia/
Latin America/Eastern Europe,
Language, Knowledge/Nature,
Religion, Subjectivity/Ernbodiment,
Art, Ethics, .Society, a i d Politics).
Contributors are academic philosophers from the Ututed States and elsewhere, many of whom are groundbreaking scholars in the fields they
write about. Andrea Nye, for example,
contributes the chapter on Semantics.
(Her Wordr of Powc A Feminist Redng
ofthc Hisror~ofLogic (1990) is central to
any discussion of feminist philosophy
and language.) Lynda Birke, who
contributed the essay on biological
sciences, recently coauthored (with
Ruth Hubbard) finccnting B i o h ~a,
feminist critique of her field. Rosi
Braidotti's fertile mind has addressed
many aspects of philosophy, including
her subject here, sexual difference
theory. Others, like Sandra Lee Bartky,
have also been active in the .Society for
Women in Philosophy.
Each in-text reference is abbreviated to author's last name and year of
publication. One massive (seventyfive-page) bibliography at the end of
the Companionprovides all full citations. The last item in the book is an
extensive subject index that appears to
have been done quite well. One can

look up the concept "care," for example, and find not only separate topics
discussed in the ten-page essay wholly
on the subject, but also references to
care in Aristotle, Pythagorean tradition, Gilligan, Conhicius, Heidigger,
and Rawls, arid in social policy debates,
environmental ethics, and international
justice.
A Compunion to Feminist Pbih~opbis
an excellent guide to feminist thought
ul the 1990s.

reform its position on male-female
relationships" (p.116). A ~ e aho
e reference at the end of the essay listed a
hill entry for Ruether, where I found
hirther details on her thought and
writings, such as the fact that she catiques the excesses both of patriarchy
andof Goddess worship, and that she
wmte the first ecofeminist book, New
Woman/New Eudh in 1975, before that
philosophy had a name. She d e h t e l y
sounded like someone the patron
woidd want to read, ;uld I relayed the
illformation to him.
I think this successhd experience
with EnfychpediaofAmerican Women and
June Melby Benowitz, ENCYCLO&&ion will be replicated by others if
PEDL4 OFAMl3RIG4N WOMEN readers are searching 'for basic inforAND RELIGION. Santa Barbara,
mation on the role of women in estabCA: ABC-CLIO, 1998.466~.bibl.
lished religions and religious groups,
organizations, movements, and history.
index. $75.00, ISBN 0-87436-887-1.
Among the three hundred-plus entries
A patron phoned yesterday asking are the Amish, Mormons, Shakers,
for advice selecting a book on the
Quakers, and all Protestant denorninaitlfluence of feminism on religion. He
tions, the Young Women's Christian
had just finished a work by Mary Daly
Association, the Salvation Army, the
and wanted something less separatist.
Great Awakening, the temperance
Could I recommend a book or author
movement, Transcendentalism, the
leaving the door open for men to parFemale Moral Reform Society, and
ticipate in a feminist-inspired Chrispeace movements. Biographical
tianity? I turned to this new encyclosketches range from Dorothea Dix and
pedia for help. First I tried "men"
.Sojourner Truth to Airnee Semple
(admittedly an unlikely candidate for
McPherson and Tarnmy Faye Bakker.
u~clusionin such a reference work),
There are entries for African Americans, Asian Americans, Hispanics, and
hopehd for such an entry describing a
theological view of "men" in this
Native Americans, and sevdral essays
cover Jewish women - Hadassah and
woman-centered work. No "men" to
be found, nor my next choice, "gender
its founder Henrietta Szold both have
entries, likewise the National Council
roles," in either the entries or the subject index. However, a look for "femofJewish Women and its founder
Hannah Greenebaiim Solomon, and
inism" turned up a helpfill essay on
"Feminist Theology," which included
the first ordained American rabbi, Sally
Priesand, and rabbi firsts in other
discussion of the work of Rosemary
Radford Ruether. This theologial is
Jewish denominatiot~s.The En~chpcdia
is silent, however, on the effect of the
identified as a major mainstream or
reformist feminist, defined as one who feminist movement on women's role in
works "within traditional religion to
contemporary Orthodox Judaism.
Atheists Madalyn Murray O'Hair and
Freedom From Religion Foundation

head Ann Nicol Gaylor are both
present. The entry for Promise
Keepers and Praise Keepers (the
women's auxiliary) is an example of a
rather new topic receiving coverage.
The entry describes the beliefs of the
Keepers and reviews the rapid growth
of the movement from 1990 through
October 4, 1997, when over one
hundred thoi~smldmen gathered in
Washington, DC.
Looking for thematic subjects will
be a bit "iffier." Abortion and divorce
have entries, but there are none for
marriage, commitment ceremonies,
lesbians o r homosexuality, spirituality,
o r even a listing or cross reference in
the index from "ordination" to clergy,
where the concept of the ordination of
women is actually discussed. Ruether's
views notwithstanding, the Engy~hpdiu
has entries for Wicca, Witchcraft, and
witches Margot Adler, Yvonne Frost,
Selena Fox, Morning Glory Zell, and
Starhawk, though none for Goddess
Religion, Goddesses, .Solstice, or
Croniilg ceremonies. Althoi~ghthere is
an entry for Biblical Authority and
Women's Rights, none focuses on
feminist Biblical iilterpretation (although it is discussed in the feminist
theology entry). The names of prominent interpreters such as Elizabeth
Schusslet-Fiorenza and Phyllis Tuble
do not appear in the book, even in the
extensive bibliography (pp.411-432).
Although somewhat weak on
thematic treatments of contemporary
issues, the Enp~hpediuojAmerican
Women and Re&ion is a good choice for
pi~bliclibraries, schools, and collections o f religious institutions. It
foregrounds the place of women in
American religious groups, amounting
that women shoidd not be ignored,
belittled, o r neglected by any o f them.

Tbc Weddig Bund). Literary attention to
these writers has been much more
Dana A. Williams, CONTEMPOextensive than that accorded most of
RARYAFRICQNAMERIC4N
the women in the Cbnkmporq Afican
F E W PLA YWZICHTS:A N
Americun Female P&mghfs, such as
M O T A TED BIBUOCRAPWY. Alexis Deveaux (Tbc T@JQ, Rosetta
Westport, CT: Greenwood, 1998.
Lenoire (Bxbbkng Bwnm S x g d , or Anna
124p. indexes. $55.00, ISBN 0-313Deavere Smith (Fin in fbc Mm$.
I have a couple of relatively minor
30132-8.
criticisms about the book. One concenls its organization. There are
Dana Williams (doctoral candidate, Howard University) has done a
several sections: anthologies that inservice to theatrical producers and play clude one or more plays written by an
enthusiasts alike who are searching
African American woman dramatist,
- for
plays by Africa1 American women and general critical works, an alphabetical
literary criticism of the works. As she
listing by author, beating entries for
works by and about each author, and
points out in her introdi~ction,female
playwrights get short shrift in African
brief biographical sketches of the playAmerican drama anthologies, and even wrights. It would be more usefill if
collections of plays by women c;ul only each biographical sketch preceded the
include a sampling of works by African listings for that writer, rather than
American women. Yet Williams was
appearing in a separate section. A
second critique is that the secondary
able to find more than sixty writers
source listings ignore three excellent
who have published at least bne work
biographical dictionaries and encyclosince 1959 (a watershed because that's
the year Lorraine Hmsberry's A Rrrisin pedias on African American women
(No~ubleB h k American Women I and 11,
iti fbc Sxn appeared to wide acclaim).
In most cases the women have written
Afican American Women:A BiogrqbhicaI
Dirhonaq, and B h k Women in America:
several plays, and their work has
A n Hisrori~dEn~clopediu).All have
received critical discussion in books,
essays on several of the playwrights.
articles, and dissertations.
Noruble B h k American Women Ll
Readers will no doubt also be
(1996), for example, has a good essay
familiar with the names Ntozake
Shange Vor colondgirh nth hate mnsidcnd and photograph of Pearl Cleage that
sm'~r'de/ntbcnfbc rainbow is en@, poet and updates the information in C o n k m p r q
B h k American P&ynmghfs (1988), which
playwright .Sonia Sanchez, Adrienne
Wdliams cites.
Kennedy, who has adapted Greek
The most important aspect of the
myths in addition to portraying African
bibliography,
however, is that it offers
American life, and perhaps Alice
readers a chance to appreciate work by
Childress, whose plays have been
and about Cbnknqoruty Aficun
anthologized in Tbc Besr .Thn P k y o j
Americun Femule Pkynmghfs.
World Tbcutn, 1968-1973 (for Mojo);
and Tbc New Women's Tbcum: Ten Pkys
G n k m p r q American Women (for
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ulgly, this is a good place to look for
tables and discussion of measures
EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR
being taken in each of the countries to
WOMENANDMENIN THE
si~pportequality. For example, parental
EUROPEAN UNION.ANNUAL
leave practices are spelled out, as are
REPORT199Z Luxembourg: Office
model programs for increasing opporfor Official Publications of the
tunities for women in management
European Communities, 1998. 140p.
(the 'DIAMOND" project being tried
ECU 15. ISBN 92-828-3931-1.
in Sweden, Germany, Italy, and the
UK) and for tapping more women
If publication record is my indiexperts for advisory roles in the EU
cation of import (and I think it is), the
itself (the Women's Talent Bank
European Union is quite serious about database). Another means of heightenachieving equality for women and men ing the visibility of women decisionwithin the Community. In the last issue makers is the European Databank:
of Feminisr Cbllertions we mentioned a
Women in Decision-making, created
new EU periodical, EqdOppott~~m'ties by Frai~eilComputerZe~ltn~m,
Berlin.
Magu*,
and reviewed an ELI glosThese creative, affirmative actions bear
watching in the LJnited States. There is
sary, One Hmdnd Wordrfor Eqrwhp.
This armual report is the second such
much we have to lean1 from our
European neighbors.
report to survey the main developments during the previous year that
have had an impact on equal oppomld i e s withi11 the member countries and Patricia Monaghan, ZHENEW
the Community as a whole. In 1997
BOOK OF GODDESSES &
the EU adopted the Amsterdam Treaty HEROINES. St. path, MN: Llewellyn
(now in process of ratification by the
Publications, 1997. Yd ed. 371p. bibl.
member states), which creates a spepap., $19.95, ISBN 1-56718-465-0.
cific legal footing for equality of treatment between men and women,
The New book adds hundreds of
assigns the task of eliminating inequali- new entries on goddess myths from
ties to the Community, and sanctions
around the world to those in the prior
actions to promote discrimination
edition (1990), a section on "Cdtures
based on sex and s e n d orientation. In of the Goddess," which describes the
addition, in 1997, member states
major religious systems containing
decided on a new employment strategy such myths, and a list of variant
spellings of goddess names. In her
in which equal oppomu~ityis an
explicit component. The report found
introduction to the third edition,
Monaghm credits advances UI technolevidence of significar~tprogress in
"mainstreaming," or integrating the
ogy with allowing for easier retrieval
concept and goals of equal oppominity from oilline library catalogs and
into all major policy areas.
management of her notes, since she
begm the process of compiling her
Most of the report is devoted to
documenting the progress and advomaterid some twenty years ago. At the
cating add tional steps needed. Accord- same time she bemoans the lack of
advancement in understanding and
appreciation for goddesses in main-

stream works, where male gods are
equated with power, the sky, and
intellect, while goddesses are assumed
to be identical with the earth, passivity,
and the body. Thus, a sky goddess or a
goddess-creator-of-the world gets
short shrift. Her book, therefore,
remains an invaluable reminder of the
fill1 panoply of goddess roles.
In the interim since the publication of the 1990 edition of The Book of
Goddesses & Heroines, a massive
encyclopedia of goddesses, Goddesses in
World Mythology, by Martha Ann and
Domthy Myers Imel (Santa Barbara,
CA: ABC-CLIO, 1993), has appeared.
Its 9,500 entries dwarf Monaghm's
1,500, and bibliographic sources are
provided for each of them, making it a
better resource for research. However,
Monaghan's work makes for a better
read. She goes into more detail about
each of the goddesses and reveals
more of the mythological stories in
which they figure. Her book is also
richly illustrated with photographs
from the Field Museum of Natural
History in Chicago. It's a better choice
for school and home libraries.

0 Reviewed by Phyllrs Holman
Weisbard
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''Slummu~gwith the Space Cadets: An Argument for
Feminist Science Fictiotl" (Helen Merrick); plus two lengthy
commentaries.
F M U U 1997?- . Ed.-in-chief: Liza Crowell. 4/yr.
$12.95. Single copy: $3.25. 55 Norfolk St., Suite 202, San
Fmlcisco, CA 94103; mail: fabida@vdn.com; website:
www.fabulamag.com (Issue examined: v.2,110.3, [1998])
Within forty-eight glossy, well-designed pages, the
sample of this new magazine "for the female mind" features
Irene Bedard of the recent movie Smoke Signah, pliis articles
on women and migraines, new generation politics, phone
slamming by long distance companies, depression, and pop
musician Debora l y d . There's also a guide to wine, other
music and film reviews, and more.
F E W I S T E U R O P A . R E W W OF BOOKS 1998- .
Eds.: Giovanna Covi, Tobe Levin. Sulgle copy: 10 ECU.
(Subscription included with membership in Women's
International Studies Europe [WISE]: L33/US$53 [indiv.];
,Q15/US$184 [inst.]. Contact Giovarula: gcovi6Jgelso.
unitn.it; or Tobe: 1evi1~@ern.i11~i-frankfi1rt.de(Issueexamined: No.1, 1998)
Intended as a medium for reviewing books with an
emphasis on non-Etlgl~shtitles, this new resource is
currently imbedded within issues of WISE Women5 Nem,
beginning with v.8, no.l,1998. Withn the eighteen pages of
its first issue are reviews of such writers as Afro-German
May Ayun, Italian Marisa Bugheroni, Spaniard Carolina
Shchez-Palencia Carazo, Bdgariam Tatyula Kotzeva and
Irina Todorova, Germans Stefanie Christman~la11d Elke
Zimprich, plus several edited collections UI French, Hungarian, and Italian.
OUTSMRTS1997-. Ed.: Delys Bird. 2/yr. Available
oldhe only: http://mmc.am.uwa.edu.au/chloe/
publications-f.h tm1
After two original print issues produced by Etlgllsh
Department students at the University of Westeal Australia,
this publication on adturd studies briefly lapsed and has
been revived o n h e on the Women's Studies website at the
LJniversity. Article titles in this first issue: "The President's
Penis: Politics and Power in the Postmodem Public Sphere"
(Catharine Limby); "Gazing at the Spice Gids: Audience,
Power and Visual Representation" (Mandy Treagus); a ~ l d
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PORTLQ 1998?- . Ed.-in-chief: Deborah Schrni~hl.P.O.
Box 206404, New Haven, CT 06520-6404. (Issue examined:
Fall 1998)
Subtitled "A Journal for the Yale Woman," this twentythree-page publication offers advice to new Yalees ("Five
Things I Wish Someone Had Told Me" by Candace April
Rand), questions the "progress" of the last thirty years, puts
the "femme back into feminism" (Crystal Dawn Scripps
McKellar), reflects on ties to the old high school, and offers
a book review, information on sexual assault resources, and
explanation as to why this is not titled a "feminist magazine."

RAINAND TWUNDER 1998- . Editorial collective. 41
yr. $1 for each $1,000 in income; outside U.S., add $5. P.O.
Box 813, Northampton, MA 01061; mail: m u b n O O @
,imail.ucsb.ed\l (Issue examined: No.1, Whter Solstice
1998)
Describing itself as "A Radical Feminist Journal of
Discussion and Activism," the thirty-twopage first issue of
this quarterly takes on such topics as a visit to the women's
section of the Cook County Jail, prostitution and posttraumatic stress, women under the Taliban, betrayal of
Assata Shakur by the Black Congressional Caucus, 'W2The Crime That Made Wisconsin Famous," and corporate
welfare kings. There are suggested actions to take, a number
of shorter news items, a collection of d e h t i o n s of radical
feminism, resources, and more.
22ZENGRR.L 1998- . Available o n h e only: http://
www.teengrd.com/index2.html(Issues examined: No.1,
June 1998; no.2, July 1998; November 1998)
Though things don't seem to be happening currently
online, the issue of this electronic publication we viewed
carries some interesting commentary on getting politicdy
involved, on nineteenth-century activist Victoria Woodhull,
on distance leanling via the Internet, on definitions of art,
even on the Y2K problem, and more. The flashhg bottom
board is faidy annoying, but such is the commercial penalty.

W O ~ N I N F O C U S 1 9 9 ? .- Ed.: Sandra Lee. 4/yr. $20
(indiv.); $30 (inst.). Single copy: $3. ISSN 1325-1783. P.O.
Box 2210, Tomerong, NSW 2540, email: sandra@shoal.
net.au; website: www.shoal.net.au/-sarldral (Issue examined: No.22, Spring 1998)
The sample issue focuses on death, and with111its
sixteen pages are articles on watching loved ones die - a
grandparent, parent, child, friend - and on building needed
services out of grief, on the cycle of life, on a living will, and
on what hope looks like to a sixteen-year-old. Local art
notices and other resources are also listed in this Australian
publication from "the South Coast."
WOMEN ON THEROWl998- . Ed.: Kathleen A.
O'Shea. 12/yr. $10. P.O. Box 3356, Silver Spring, MD
20918; email: Sisterko@aol.com (Issues examined: v.1,
no.1, August 1998 - v.1, no.6, January 1999.
Editor O'Shea (who also recently published Women and
xbc Deazb Penahy in the llnircd Starts, 1900-1998,Praeger,
1999) self-publishes this slim newsletter on her personal
computer, gathering and publishing news of women death
row inmates and their cases as she can. The December issue
gives an update of women currently incarcerated on death
row by state, while other issues offer occasional letters from
inmates, reports from outside the US., and appeals to write
to various incarcerated women.
WOMEN-CHURCH: ANAUSTRALLQN JOURNAL
O P ~ I S STUDLES
T
IN RELIGION. Eds.:
Camille Paul, Elaine Lindsay. 2/yr. $20 p.a.; $25 AUD
(airmail overseas). ISSN 1030-0139. GPO Box 2134,
Sydney, NSW, Australia 1043. (Issues examined: No.22,
April 1998," and No.23, October 1998)
The fifty-one pages of our two samples are crammed
with information on events, publications, and websites, plus
such article topics as "The Female Body as Site of Sul and
Transformation" in the thirteenth century; the problems of
separation, divorce, and remarriage; an artistic exhibition;
ecology and theology, the traditions of Paul; reflections on
2"* Corinthians; co~lstn~cting
an Australian saint; some
nineteenth-century Australian women's stniggles with
religion; and two narratives on slavery from the West
Indies.

WRITING W O m 1998- . Ed./Publ.: Molly Mossman.
4/yr. Single copy: $5.95. ISSN 1522-3892. Brown Paper
Press, 4756 11. Vill. PI. NE, Suite 475, Seattle, WA 98105.
(Issue examined: v.1, no.1, Winter 1998)
In an 8 x 6-1/2-inch format, the sample "Journal of
Lesbian Erotica" we received features seven items of fiction,
poetry, and prose within forty-eight pages. The magazine
has a "softer-core standard," preferring work with more
attention to plot, characterization, and setting, less to "bleak
or graphic narration of acts" (p.46) and graphic detail. No
.Spring issue is available this year as the magazine revamps,
making a new debut in June with fi9-color, glossy cover and
its new lowered price (see above).

DRUGS& SOCffiTYv.13, 11os.1/2, 1998: "Women &
Substance Abuse: Gender Transparency." Guest eds.: Sally
J. Stevens, Harry K. Wexler. Subscription: $42 (uldiv); $90
(inst.); $200 (library). ISSN 8756-8233. Haworth Press, 10
Alice St., Binghamton, NY 13904-9981; email: getinfo@
haworthpressinc.com; website: http://www.
haworthpressk~c.com
Partial co~lte~lts:
" D n ~ gUse and Risks for HIV/AIDS
Among Indigent Women in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil" v a r y
Surratt, James Inciardi); "Dnig Use Pattenls of Substance
Abusing Women: Gender and Ethnic Differences in an
AIDS Prevention Program" (Margaret Weeks et al.);
"Differences Found Between Women Injectors In and Out
of Treatment: Implications for Inter~entions'~
(Wendee
Wechsberg, Elizabeth Cavanaugh); 'Women and Violence:
A Different Look" (Bridget Miirphy et al.); "Pregnancy
g
Among Women with a History of Injection D n ~ Use"
(Mary Comerford et al.); "Residential Treatment for Drug
Addicted Women and Their Children: Effective Treatment
Strategies" (Sally Stevens, Tara Patton).
JOURNAL OF COhTEMPORARY C W . .
JUSTICEv.14 110.2, May/June 1998: "Gender Issues in
Criminal Justice." Guest ed.: Karen A. Casey. Subscription:
$43 (indiv.); $117 (inst.); outside U.S., add $8. Single copy:
$13 (indiv.); $31 (inst.). ISSN 1043-9862. Sage Publications, 2455 Teller Rd., Thoiisand Oaks, CA 91320; email:
orde@sagepub.com; website: www.sagepub.com
Contents: "Women Deputies and Jail Work" (Mark R.
Pogrebin, Eric D. Poole); "Sexual Harassment in Women's
Jails" (Mary K. Stohr et al.); "Rocking the Rank and File:
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Gender Issues and Community Policing" (Susan L. Miller);
"The Differential Effects of Informal and Formal ,Social
Controls on the Processing of Status Offenders" (Denise
Herz).
JOURNAL O F GAY, LESBH, AND BISEXUAL
I D E N T I T Y v . ~ , ~January
~ . ~ , 1999: "Queer and Dis/
Abled." Guest eds.: Dawn Atkins, Cathy Marston. Subscription: $39 (indiv.); $46 (indiv., outside U.S.); $155 (inst.);
$180 (inst., outside U.S.). Single copy: Inquire. ISSN 10838147. Subscription Department, Hiunan Sciences Press,
Inc., 233 Spring St., New York, NY 10013-1578; 212-6208468.
Partial contents: "Creating Accessible Queer Community: Intersections and Fractures with Dis/Ability Praxis"
(Dawn Atkins, Cathy Marston); 'misability and Chronic
Illness Identity: Interviews with Lesbians and Bisexual
Women and Their Partxers" (Sara Axtell); 'Wlherein Lie the
'Secrets of Life'?: An Argument Against Biological Essentialism" (Sumi Elaine Colligan); "Pushing the Limits: ,411
Interview with Shelley Tremain" (Cathy Marston, Dawn
Atkins); "Coming Out Disabled: A Transsexual Woman
Considers Queer Contributioils to Living with Disability"
(Diana Courvant); also an oral history of living with
epilepsy, two poems, and book reviews.
JOURNAL O F MSUAL IMPAIRMENTAND
BLINDMSSv.13,no.l, January 1999: .Special theme
section on gender. Ed.-in-chief:Jane Erin. Subscription: $90
(indiv.); $125 (inst.); outside U.S. add $30 postage, $60 air
mail; $30 air cassette; $300 air braille. Single copy: $20 (plus
$3 postage). ISSN 0145-482X. American Foundation for
the Blind, 11 Peim Plaza, Suite 300, New York, NY 10001;
email: pubsvc@tsp.sheridarl.com
Contents: "Ii~clusioi~
of Legally Blind Women in the
Randolph-Sheppard Program: Issues and Practices" (Angula
Tucker et al.); "Effects of Adherence to Traditional Female
Sex Roles on Compliance with Diabetic Regimens: A Case
History" (Gretchen B. Van Boemel, Pad P. Lee).
STRUGGLEv.14, nos.2-3, Summer-Fall 1998: "Fiction
About Women." Ed.: Tim Hall. Subscription: $10 (for
four); $12 (inst., for four); $15 (overseas); free to prisoners.
Single copy: $2. ISSN 1094-9399. P.O. Box 13261, Detroit,
MI 48213-0261.
In this "anti-establishment, revolutionary journal
oriented to the working-class stn~ggle"(inside back cover),
the seventy-two-page special issue is intended to "illustrate
some of the problems working-class women face in capital-
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ist society" (p.72). Topics in the fiction selections include
restriction or denial of abortion, single-parentingwithout a
"safety net," sexual harassment at work, racial/ethnic
discrimination, stifling of creativity, and girls' diminished
self-confidence after puberty.
WORKAND O C C U P A T I O N S V . ~ ~May
, ~ ~1998:
.~,
"Gendered Work and Workplaces." Ed.: Daniel B. Cornfield. Subscription: $60 (indiv,); $206 (inst.). Single copy:
$18 (indiv); $64 (inst.). ISSN 0730-8884. Sage Publications,
2455 Teller Rd., Thousand Oaks, CA 91320; email:
order@sagepub.com
Contents: 'The Gender Gap in Community Job
Training" (David Knoke, Yoshito Ishio); "Men's and
Women's Definitions of 'Good' Jobs: Similarities and
Differences by Age and Across Time" (Pamela S. Tolbert,
Phyllis Moen); "Gender, Absenteeism, and Job Characteristics: A Fixed Effects Approach" (Arne Mastekaasa, Karen
Modesta Olsen); "Women Physicians and the Gendered
System of Professions: An Analysis of the SheppardTowner Act of 1921" (Kristin Barker).

W A D H WOM4N STUD1ES/LES CXkICQuLERSDE
LA FEMMEis celebrating its twentieth anniversary of
publishing with a splendid special issue titled ' 2 o o h g
Back, Looking Forward: Mothers, Daughters, and Feminism." Within the 168 pages is an interview with founders
~helaghWilkinson and Marion Lynn, in addition to fifty
contributions on the issue's theme, grouped into Empowerment, Agency, Narrative, and Mothedine, plus poetry and
book reviews. The magazine is also celebrating its survival
despite the recent cutting of vimlally all its former govemment and private grant support. Ed.: Lucianna Ricciutelli.
Address: 212 Founders College, York University, 4700
Keele St., North York, Ontario M3J 1P3, Canada; emad:
rwscf@orku.c~ website: www.yorku.ca/org/cwscfl
home.html
HECQTE'S AUSTRALL4N WOMEN'S BOOK
REMEWhas reached its tenth. anniversary and is now the
"a111111al review magazine of the feminist jounlal Hccak''
(ulside front cover). Vol.l0,1998 includes a special supplement on Indigenous women's writing. Address: P.O. Box
99, St. Lucia, Brisbane, Queeilslmd, Australia 4067.
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Though we've already announced &IILLJOPEs twentieth
anniversary, it's worth noting that their anniversary issue
(v.20, no.3) is a special one that includes the work of
members of the &&ope Writers' Collective both past and
present, plus well-known writers who have supported the
magazure over the years (Maw Piercy, Margaret Atwood,
Joy Ha40, Denise Levertov, and others). There's also an
interesting history of the publication. Their address: Florida
Community College at Jacksonville, 3939 Roosevelt Blvd.,
Jacksonville, FL 32205; website: www. fccj.org/kalliope
RACE, G E M E R & CUSShas now been publishing for
five years, under the editorship of Jean Ait Belkhir-Three
issues per year are available via the Dept. of Sociology,
University of New Odeam, New Odeans, LA 70148-2345;
email: rgcso@azz.ucc.tu~o.ed~~
W O M E N S R E W E W OFBOOKSis beginning celebration of its fifteenth year by including irr each current issue
some memories of what was happening to women in 1984,
the year of the Reueds birth, and some excerpts from book
reviews that year. Address: Wellesley College Center for
Research on Women, Wellesley, MA 02481; website:

The collective of offourbacks wrote in its December 1998
issue that working without my paid staff was getting to be
beyond the capabilities of those s t n ~ g g h to
g keep the paper
going. "The collective is doing everything we can to keep
going, and we need your active participation," they wrote.
"Oob has been around longer than my other feminist
publication ur the United States and we hope to stay around
well into the next millennium" (p.16). A note in its January
1999 issue offers "rousing and heartfelt thanks to all those
supporters and friends who have contributed so generously
to our appeal for donations" (p.16). We rejoice with the
collective and encourage your support of this longtime voice
of feminism. Their address: 2337B 18" St., NW, Washington, DC 20009.

FEkUNIST VOICES[v.l, no.l], October 1987 - v.11,
110.6 July 6 - August 31, 1998. P.O. Box 853, Madison, WI
53701.

warw.wellesley.edu/WCW/CRW/WROB/welcome.html

CONCERNS: JOURNAL OF WE WOMEN'S
CAUCUS OF THE M O D E R N W G U A G E A S S O CLQTIONhas re-surfaced after arr absence (we have not
received any issues since v.25,110.2, Spring 1995), and
editors are now seeking submissions for a Fall 1999 issue.
New editors are Judith Roof and Wendy S. Hesford, who
may be reached at English Dept., BH 442, I~rdianaUniversity, Bloomington, IN 47405; emad: whesford@mdiana.edu
or jroof@mdiana.edu

Pander is a 'zine distributor that offers a twice-yeady
catalog with thumbnail covers, brief descriptions, and
pricing info on what appear to be mostly women's 'zines.
The print catalog sells for $2 from Pander Z i e Distro, P.O.
Box 582142, Minneapolis, MN 55458-2142. The o n h e
(abbreviated) catalog may be found at:: www.geocities.com/
wellesley/8686/; email address is pande@chickmail.com
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From the Everglades Book Company comes their FALL
LIST OF GAYAND LESBUN TITLES. I~lcludedare
sections on "Book With Both Lcsbim/Gq MaIe Charac~en
And/ Or Tkmes, " 'Non-Fidon TitIes, "and "Book With
Lcsbiun Churoccen And/or Tkmes. " To order the book list,
write: Jim Jackson, P.O. Box 2425, Bonita Springs, FL
34133. Phone: 941-353-4314; email: evergladesbook
company@msn.com; website: http://www.everglades
bookcompany.com

I

The U.S. Department of Labor Pension and Welfare
Benefits Administration's PENSIONAND HEAL TW
CARE COVERAGE...QUESTIONS AND ANSWZRS
FOR DISLOCP TED WORKERS (32p.) answers
questions regarding access to retirement fimds, health
insurance coverage, and the continuation of health benefits
for persons no longer working fidl time. Chapters include:
'Pmtccring Your Pcnsion and Heukh Benciits': 'COBRA - Heukh
Ben@': 'WPAA - Health Insuruncc Pombibg': and 'ERISA
- Pcnsion BenC/its."Ako, HEALTH BENEFITS UNDER
T H E CONSOLIDATED OMNIBUSBUDGET
RECONCIILCQTIONACT(COBRA) (24p.) provides
infoanation on group health coverage to certain employees
whose jobs have been terminated or who have lost benefits
because of a reduction of work hours. The booklet provides a general explanation of COBRA requirements,
outlines the nlles that apply to health plans for employees in
the private sector, and explains rights to benefits under this
law. QUESTIONS & ANSWERS: RECENT
CNANGES I N HEALTH CQRE L A W(66p .) explains
changes made in 1996 by the Health Ii~surancePortability
and Accountability Act (HTPAA), a law includiilg new
protections for working Americans and their families who
have preexisting medical conditions; the Newborns' and
Mothers' Health Protection Act (NMHPA), which relates to
the length of hospital stays following the birth of a child;
and the Mental Health Parity Act P A ) , which provides
for parity in the application of limits on mental health
benefits. Related u~formationon these topics is available
from the website: http://www.dol.gov/dol/pwba
Copies
of all publications are available by calling the Pension and
Welfare Benefits Administratio11 Publication Hodine: 1-800998-7542.
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The U.S. Department of Labor Women's Bureau offers a
listing of WOMEN'S B U R ' .U PUBLIC4 TIONS
(4p.). Also, from F& on Working Women series comes
DTi54T WOMENNEED TO KNO WABOUT
DOWNSIZING(4p.),a first step in a larger effort to
understand how working women are affected by downsizing
and displacement, how they fare after displacement,
whether they move after being displaced, and the economic
costs of dislocation for women. Single copies of each are
free. Send a self-addressed mail label to U.S. Department of
Labor Women's Bureau, A m : Publications, 200 Constitution Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C. 20210; website: http:/
/www.dol.gov/dol/wb or http://www.dol.gov/dol/wb/
welcome.htrn1
Developed at the University of Wisconsin is A CURRICULUM FOR TRAININGMENTORSAND
M E W S IN SCIENCE AND ENGliVEERING.
The curriculum includes a bibliography, an evaluation
module, a video portraying mentoring relationships, and a
guide for group discussion. To order, contact: Women in
Engineering Programs & Advocates Network (WEPAN),
1284 CIVL Bldg., Room G293, West Layfayette, IN 479071284. Phone: 765-494-5387; fax: 765-494-9152; email:
wiep@ecn.purdue.edu

0
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6TH SENSE. Callowav. Kate. Naiad. 1999.
A TO z OF NATI W'&ERI& WOMEN Sonnebom, Liz.
Facts on Fie, 1998.

ADIOS, BARBIE: YOUNG WOMEN WRITEABOUTBODY
IMAGEAND IDENTITY Edut, Oplura, ed. Seal, 1998.
AD VANCING WOMENIN BUSINESS THE CATALYST
GUIDE:BESTPRACTICES FROM THE CORPORATE
LEADERS Catalyst, foreword by Sheila W. Wellington. Jossey-Bass,
1998.

AMERICAN WOMENINSCIENCE: 1950 TO THE
PRESENT:A BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY Bailey, Madla
J. ABC-CLIO, 1998.

A T THE ROOT OF TWIS LONGING: RECONCILINGA
SPIRITUAL HUNGER AND A FEMINIST THIRST Flinders,
Carol Lee. HarperSmFrmcisco, 1998.

BECOMING DI VINE: TOWARDSAFEMINISTPHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION Jantzen. Grace M. Indiana University Press,
1999.

"DID YOU SA YSOMETHING, SUSAN?'? HO W ANY
WOMAN CAN GAIN CONFIDENCE WITHASSERTIW
COMMUNICATION Dale. Paulette. Carol Publisling Group,
1999.

DIGNITY: ETHICSAND LAW: BIBUOGRAPHY: Centre for
Etlucs and Law Cope~d~agen.
1999.

EIRTH, SPIRITAND GENDER: VISUALLANGUAGE FOR
THENEWREALlTY Belan, Kyra. American Hentage Custom
Publislh~g,1998.

EA TINGDIS0RDERS:A REFERENCE SOURCEBOOK
Lemberg, Rayn~ond,ed.. W ~ Leigh
I
Colu~.Oryx, 1999.
EDITING WOMEN Hutcl~inso~~,
AIUIM.. ed. University of
Toronto Press, 1998.

ENCYCLOPEDU OFAMERICAN WOMENANDRELIGION Benowitz,June Melby. ARC-CLIO, 1998.
ENCYCLOPEDU OF WOMENAND WORLDRELJGIONVOLUME1& I f . Youug, Serenity, ed. Macnullan Refereuce, 1998.
ENCYCLOPEDU OF WOMENINAMERICANPOLITICS

BEFORE THEIR TIME: ADULTCHIWREN'SEXPERIENCES OF PARENTAL SUICIDE Stinuning, Mary & StLluning,

Schulz, Jeffery D. and Van Assendelft, Laura, eds. Oryx, 1998.

Maureen. Temple University Press, 1998.

Welch, ROS~IUI~.
ARC-CLIO, 1998.

B E W FRIEDAN AND THE MAKING OF THE FEMIN l N E MYSTIQUE: THEAMERICANLEFT, THE COLD
WAR, AND MODERNFEMINISM Horowitz. Daniel. Univer-

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR WOMENAND MENIN
THE EUROPEAN UNION: ANNUAL REPORT 199Z

sity of Massachusetts Press, 1998.

E W R FDA YKNOWLEDGEAND U N C O M O N TRUTHS:
WOMEN OF THEACADEMY Christian-Snutl~.Linda K, &

BIOGRAPHIGU DICTIONAR YOF CHINESE WOMEN:
Liiy Xiao, et al., eds.
TWE QING PERIOD, 1644-1911. Hong k,

ENCYCZOPEDU OF WOMEN I N A VU TIONAND SPACE.

Europem Comtnission. European Co~~unumties,
1998.

Kellor, lGistL~eS., eds Westview Press, 1999.

M.E. Sharpe, 1998.

ANEXPANDED EDITION OFMOWMENTIN BLACK

BLACK WOMENINAMERIG4NBANDSAND ORCHES
T U Handy, D. Antoinette. Scarecrow, 1998.
CAMERA OBSCURA OFIDEOLOGY b t i u a n , Sarah. Come1

Parker, Pat Firebrand, 1999.

University Press, 1998.

THE FEMALE DRAMA TISR PROFILES OF WOMEN
PLA YWRIGHTSFROM THE MIDDLE AGES TO CONTEMPORARY TIMES Partnow, E l i ~ T.
e w d Lesley
~
A Hyatt

CELTIC WOMEN'SSPIRI TUALITY:ACCESSING THE
CAULDRON OFLIFE. McCoy, E d i ~ Llewellyn,
.
1998.
CHIMNEYROCKBLUES McCledan,Janet. Naiad, 1999.
CONSTRUCTIONS OF COLONLUJSM: PERSPECTI W S
O N E W W FRASERSSHIPWRECK McNiven, Ian J.. et al., eds.

FEMALEFORTUNE: LAND, GENDERAND AUTHORI TY, T H E M E L I S T E R DURIESAND OTHER WRITINGS 183336. Liddington, Jill. New York University Press. 1998.
FEMINISM:A REFERENCE ItWDBOOK Harlan, Judith.

Cassell &Continuum, 1998.

ABC-CLIO, 1998.

CRACKING THE GENDER CODE: WHORULES THE
WIRED WORLDZMillaq Melanie Stewart. Second Story, 1998.
CREATING WOMEN'S NETWORKS: A HOW-TO GUIDE
FOR WOMENAND COMPANIES Catalyst; foreword by Sheila

Facts on Fde, Inc., 1998.

FIGURINGAGE: WOMEN, BODIES, GENERATIONS
Woodward, Gtldeen. Indiana University Press, 1999.

FINDING FRAN: HISTOR YANDMEMOR Y I N T H E
LIVES OF TWO WOMEN Banner, Lois W. Columbia hiversity

W. Wellington. Jossey-Bass, 1999.

Press. 1998.

CRITICAL ESSA YS ON ZORA NEALE HURSTON Cronin,
Gloria L, e d G . K Hall, 1998.
C U M :A DECLARATION OFINDEPENDENCE Muscio,
Inga. Sed, 1998.
DA W W OF THE DANCE. Martin, Marianne K Naiad, 1999.
DELJGHTS, DESIRES, AND D I L E M ' S : ESSA YS ON
WOMENAND THEMEDU H a l l , A ~ uC.~ Greenwood Pub.,

FIRE& FLO WER:POEMS Gsiscllke, Laura alicejamesbooks.

1998.

DESTRUCTIONBAY Cl~avez,Lisa D. West End, 1999.

1998.

FIRSTRESORT Little, Nanci. Odd Girls, 1998.
GENDERAND GENREIN GERTRUDE STEIN. Gygax,
Frmuska. Greenwood Pub., 1998.
GODDESSMEDITATIONS Ardinger, Barbara. LleweUyn, 1998.
THE GROUND NOTE: POEMS. Kaplan. Janet.
alicejamesbooks, 1998.

HEART OFA WIFE: THE D U R Y OFA SOUTHERN
JEWISH WOiU4N.Apte, Helen Jacobus. Scl~olarlyResources,
1998.
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T H E HIDDENHALF OF T H E FAMILE A SOURCEBOOK
FOR WOMEN'S GENEALOGY Schaefer,Cllristma Kassabian.
Genealogical Pub.. 1999
HISTORICAL DICTIONAR Y OF WOMEN'S EDUGI TION
I N T H E UNITED STATES Eiseiullaul, Linda, ed. Greenwood
Pub., 1998.
IMAGINING T H E WORSE S T E P H E N U N G A N D T H E
REPRESENTATTIN OF WOMEN Lant, Katldeen Margaret &
ILo~npson.Theresa, Greenwood Pub., 1998.
INITLI TION:A WOMAN'S SPIRlTUAL A D VENTUREI N
T H E H E A R T OF T H E A N D E S Jenki~ls,
Elizabeth B. Berkley
Books, 1998.
INTERDISCIPLINARYBIBWOGRAPHICGUIDE:
WOMEN'SSTUDIES G.K Hall, 1998.
INTERDISCIPLINAR YINFORMATIONSEEKING I N
WOMEN'SSTUDIES Westbrook,Lynn. McFarland, 1999
IRlSH WOMEN I N ENGLAND: A N A N N O T A T E D BIBWOCRAPWY Barrington, Clare. Women's Education Research and
Resource Centre,University College DubC1,1997.
IS T H E R E A NORDlCFEMINISM?von der Fellr, Dn~de.et al.,
eds. ll~uversityCollege London Press, 1998.
L A TINAMERICXN WOMENDRAMATISTS: THEATER,
TEXTS,A N D THEORIES Larson. Catl~erine& Margarita Vargas,
eds. Indiana ll~uversityPress, 1998.
A L I N E OFCUTTING WOMEN McFarland, Beverly.et al., eds.
Calyx, 1998.
MAIDEN VOYAGESAND INFANT COLONIES: TWO
W O M E N S TRA VEL NARRATIVES OF T H E l7M's. Coleman,
Deirdre, ed Cassell & Continuiull. 1999.
MISSIONARIESAND MMrDARINS: FEMINISTENGAGEM E N T WITHDEVELOPMENTINSTITUTJONS Miller,
Carol & Razavi, Shallra, eds. UNRISD Press in association with
Intermediate Teclmology, 1998.
NATION, EMPIRE, COLONY;. HISTORICIZING GENDER
A N D RACE. Pierson, Ruth R. & Chaudhuri,Nupur, eds. Indiana
Uiuversity Press, 1998.
NATIONAL WOMEN'SSTUDIESASSOCLi TION: 1998-1999
MEMBERSHIPDIRECTORY National Womeiis Studies
Association. 1999.
T H E N E W BOOK OF GODDESSESAND HEROINES
Monagllan, Paticia. Llewellyn, 1997. 3Ided.
OLD WIVES' TALESAND O T H E R WOMEN'S STORIES.
Modleski, Tania. New York lliuversity Press, 1998.
O N T H EEDGE OF T H EAUSPICIOUS: GENDER A N D
W
EI N NEPAL Cameron, Mary M. ll~uversityo f Ilhois Press,
1998.
T H E PLA Y OF REASON: FROM T H E MODERN T O T H E
IXlSZUODERh! Nicholson, Linda. Conlell UniversityPress, 1999.
JWRQUEHAYSILENCIO. Ambe* Albn Arre Publico, 1998.
QUEENS, CONCUBINESAND D O WAGERS Stafford,
1998.
Pauline. Cassell & Co~~hluum,
QUESTIONS &ANSWERS: RECENT CHANGES I N
HEALTH CARELAW U S . Department o f Labor Pensioi~aid
WelfareBenefits AdnJustration, 1997.
W I N GBIR T H A N D DEA TH:A HISTORY OF OBSTETRIC THINK7NC. Murphy-Lawless,Jo. Iidiana Lliversity Press,
1998.
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REVOLUTIONARY WOMEN I N T H E WARFOR AMERIW I N D E P E N D E N C E : A ONE- VOLUMEREVISED
EDITION O F E W Z I S E T H ELLET'S 1848LANDMARK
SERIES Dianlant, Lincoln, ed. Praeger, 1998.
SAME-SEX RELA T I O N S A N DFEMALE DESIRES:
TRANSGENDER PRACTICESA CROSS CULTURES
Blackwood, Evelyn & Wieringa,Sasaki E., eds. Columbia University
Press, 1999.
SEVENTH-DA Y A DVENTISM I N CRISIS: GENDER A N D
SECTARIAN CHANGE I N A N E M E R G I N C RELIGION
Vauce,Laura L University o f Illinois Press, 1999.
SEX/ GENDER OUTSIDERS, W AT E SPEECH, A N D
FREEDOM OFEXPRESSION: CAN T H E Y SA Y TWAT
ABOUTME?Ziclgo, Marrlla T. Greenwood Pub., 1998.
SEXUAL WARASSMENTINAMERIGI. Steul, Laura W .
Greenwood Pub., 1999.
SILICONE SPILLS: B R E A S T I M P L A N B O N TRL4Z
..
Stewart,
Mary Wlute. Praeger. 1998.
SILVER THREADS De~uson,Lyn. Naiad, 1999.
SlMONE D E BEA UVOIR: WRITING T H E SELF: PHILOSOPHYBECOMESAUTOBIOGWNY: Pilardi,Jo-AM.
Greenwood Press, 1998.
SIMONE W E I k O N POWTICS, R E W G I O N A N D SOCIETY: Frost, Christopher & Rebecca Bell-Metereau. Sage, 1998.
STICMATAr E S U P l N C TEXTS: Cixous. Helene. Routledge,
1998.
SUSAN B. ANTHONY;. A BIOGRAPHICAL COMPANION
Harper,Judith E. ABC-CLIO, 1998.
TALKNGLEiDERSHIP: CONVERSATIONS WITW
POWERFLJL WOMEN Hamuand. Mary S., ed. Rutgers Uiuversity Press, 1999.
THOSE WHO WAIT Herring, Peggy J . Naiad, 1999.
TOLD I N T H E SEED. Babb, Sanora. University o f New Mexico
Press, 1998.
UNCOVERINGS1998: VOLUME19 OF T H E RESEARCH
PAPERS OF T H E AMERICXN QUILTSTUDY GROUP
Guim, Virginia,ed American Quilt Study Group, 1998.
U N T I L T H E E N D . Davis, b y e . Naiad, 1998.
T H E WAYLIFE SHOULD BE. Tremain, Diana Braund. Naiad,
1998.
WEDDINGBELL BLUES Watts,Julia. Naiad, 1999.
WHENSOMEBODYDISAPPEARS Szyn~anski,
ILerese.
Naiad. 1999.
WHISPERS I N T H E WIND.Jones,Frankie J. Naiad, 1999.
T H E WISE GUIDE T O FUNDRAlSING: WOMEN'S
STUDIES RESEARCHAND T H EEUROPEAN UNION
Branderllorst, Petra. Wonlen's Intemational Studies Europe, 1997.
A WOMANDETERMINED. Swallow,Jean. Spinsters lnk, 1998.
WOMENANDLEADERSHIP: CREAT I N C B U A N C E I N
LIFE Brown, Genevieve & Beverly I. Irby, eds. Nova Science, 1998.
WOMENDON'TNEED T O WRITE. Zaldivar, Raquel Puig.
Arre Publico, 1998.
W O M E N I N F I L M N O I R Kaplm, A m , ed. Indiana Uiuversity
Press, 1999.

WOMEN OFPRINCIPLE:FEMALENETWORKING IN
CONTEMAORARYMORMONAOLYGkWY Renllion,Janet.
Oxford University Press, 1998.
WOMEN UNDER W E W I R DREICH:A BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY: Cosner, S h a m & Victoris Cosner. Greenwood Pub., 1998.
WOMEN WARHEROINES Forty. George & Forty, h ~ e .
Anns and Annour, 1997.
THE YOUNG WOMAN'S GUIDE TO THE TOP C O L
LECES: WhMT YOUNTO KNOW TO MAKE THE
BEST CHOICE Mitchell. Robert, et aL John Wdcy & Sons, 1998.

A newly updated roimd of Core Lists in Women's Studies, prepared by the Association of College
and Research Libraries, Women's Shldies Section, is now available through our office and our website.
Intended to assist women's studies libraaans and collection development librarians in building women's
studies collectiotls, they also serve as a guide to teaching faculty in selecting available course readings. The
focus of the lists is on women in the United States, and all titles listed are currently in pant. Each list consists
of twenty to seventy-five titles, with the most important five to ten titles starred. The lists are updated each
January (titles no longer in pant are dropped, and newly published titles added). Subjects range from Agitlg
and h~thropologyto U.S. Women's History and Women of Color. New topics among the lists this year are
Geography (by Jennifer Evans) and Visual Arts (by Cynthia Johnson).
The Core Lists may be accessed on our website (www.library.wisc.edi~/libcades/WomensStudies/
core/coremain.htm). Single print copies are available from our office for those without Intenlet access. Wdte
to the address on the h i d e front cover of this issue.
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S e v e r a l of our special issues are still available
for classroom use, reference, or personal reading:
Information Technology and Women'sStudies: Reportsfrom the
Field (v. 17, no.2, Winter 1996) - articles on classroom technologies, distance
education, wider Internet networks, and various electronic projects in research,
teaching, and related work
Girls and Young Women (v. 18, no.2, Winter 1997) - Reviews of
books by and about young women, a look at periodicals for girls, and a review
of some video resources
Women in the U S . West and Midwest (v. 1 8, no.4, Summer 1 997)
- reviews of ten books about images of women that are claiming more and
more attention as the history of the U.S. is rewritten to include them

Gender,Biseuuali~,~Lesbianism,Transgender(v.19,no.2,Winter
1998) - a look at books covering a wide range of gender issues. What IS it that
makes us male or female, transgender, straight, lesbian, or bi? Plus review of
websites on lesbianism and transgender.
Each issue (except the one on information technology) also carries our regular columns featuring
new periodicals, new websites we've discovered, recent reference works on women and women's
issues, special items of interest to teachers and researchers, and other special articles. Our next
issue (Spring 1999) will feature a number of articles on "Academy/Community Connections."
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To order, specifL issue number and title and send $3.50 per copy, check payable to Ilniversity of
Wisconsin-Madson, to :

U W System Women's Studies Librarian
430 Memorial Library
728 State St.

For pricing information and related details, contact
NISC, 3100 Saint Paul Street. Baltimorg Maryland 21218 USA
Tel. 410-243-0797 Fax: 41Ck243-0982
email: sales@nisc.com web: www.nisc.com

Women's Resources International (WRI) is available on CD-ROM and via the World Wide Web. Coverage is from 1972 t o present.
Women's Resources lnternational includes 11 databases and is updated semi-annually. Approximately 16,000 new records are
added each year.

Introduced in 1996, Women's Resources lnternational is the ultimate bibliographiclabstract resource for the field of
Women's Studies. Women's Resources lnternational includes nearly 200,000 records drawn from a variety of important
women's studies databases. Enjoy unprecedented access t o this unique anthology of databases, available exclusively from
NISC.

"Because this is primarily an index of the feminist press, it is an excellent resource for finding articles from a feminist
perspective (drug testing for pregnant women, for example, or reviews of Kate Roiphe's The Morning After or articles
about body image) .... The search software is very flexible, with novice, advanced, and expert search systems including
all t h e features one would expect: Boolean searching, truncation, the ability t o limit by fields, and a variety of printing
and downloading options ....."
College b Research Libraries. Vol. 57, Number 5, p.469

WRI includes these databases:
Women Studies Abstracts (1984-present) is compiled and edited by Sara Stauffer Whaley.
Women's Studies Database (1972-present) is compiled by Jeanne Guillaume, Women's Studies Collection Librarian of New College.
University of Toronto.
New Books on Women b Feminism (1987-present) is the complete guide to feminist publishing, compiled by the Women Studies
Librarian, University of Wisconsin.
WAVE: Women's Audiovisuals i n English: A Guide to Nonprint Resources in Women's Studies (198590) is a guide to feminist films,
videos, audio cassettes, and filmstrips, compiled by the Women Studies Librarian, University of Wisconsin.
Women, Race, and Ethnicity: A Bibliography (1970-90) is an annotated, selective bibliography of books, journals, anthology chapters.
and non-print materials, compiled by the Women Studies Librarian. University of Wisconsin.
7he History of Women and Science, Health, and Technology: P Bibliographic Guide to the Professions and the Disciplines (1970-95 selective coverage), compiled by the Women Studies Librarian, University of Wisconsin.
Indexes to Women's Studies Anthologies (198084, 1985-89) is a keyword index to the chapters in edited women's studies anthologies,
compiled by Sara Brownmiller and Ruth Dickstein (2 volume set published in print).
European Women from the Renaissance to Yesterday: A Bibliography (1610-present)4s compiled by Judith F! Zimmerman.
POPUNESubset on Women (1964 and earlier-present) This subset is part of the well- respected POPLINE database produced by the
National Library of Medicine; an especially relevant source for reproductive health and "women in development" issues.
Women of Color and Southern Women: A Bibliography of Social Science Research (19751995) was produced by the Research
Clearinghouse on Women of Color and Southern Women at the University of Memphis in Tennessee.
Women's Heahh and Development: An Annotated Bibliography of Women's Heahh (1995) provides records drawn mainly from Englishlanguage journals and other holdings of the World Health Organization library in Geneva.

National Information Services Corporation, 3100 Saint Paul Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21218 USA
Tel. 410-243-0797 Fax 410-243-0982 Email: sales@nisc.com
www.nlsc.com

